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FIELD DAY - SEE PAGE 8.

FARC Zoom Meeting ID Numbers
by Don, WS4NC
https://www.panam.org/about/606-across-the-pacific-film

"Across The Pacific”

by Don, WS4NC

Brian, KN4R sent us the detail on the new PBS
Documentary Series about Pan American Airways,
by Moreno/Lyons Productions, in association with
The Pan Am Historical Foundation. The LongAwaited Documentary on Pan Am Is Here! Brian,
Continued on page 4

May FARC Meeting

For the foreseeable future FARC is meeting by
Zoom. You do not have to have a paid Zoom
account to participate, but it is best if you download
the Zoom app on your computer. You don’t even
have to have a camera and a mic, unless you want
to be seen or heard. See the last page of the
Newsletter for a quick tutorial on Zoom if you need
one. The password for all meetings is the club call,
lower case.
See Newsletter Page 7
for a Zoom Trick!
Meeting ID numbers:
The Monthly FARC meeting is on 2nd Mondays, 7:30
PM: 294 418 122

Riley Holingsworth, K4ZDH,
was visiting to present the new
Volunteer Monitor Program
(VM), which replaces the Official
Observer Program (OO). The
program is available on the
W4NC website with a link to the
youtube video. Riley is a life
member of FARC and attended
Wake Forest School of Law

The FARC board meeting is on 3rd Mondays, 7:30 PM:
721 645 099
Every Wednesday FARC has an informal Tech Talk: 549
621 524
ARES/Auxcomm Net Thursdays on 145.47 repeater, has
a Zoom training on 3rd Thursdays, 8:30 PM Zoom ID:
897-9792-5844

before moving to the FCC. Originally from Rock Hill,
SC, he has relatives in the area.

Continued on page 10, see Riley, K4ZDH

Project Group (not totally an FARC group, but mostly),
3rd Tues, 7:00 PM: 707 610 249
FARC CW Group, Fridays, 7:30 PM: 813-3696-1876

June Program: Field Day, 2020, and how we will operate FD.
June, 2020
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FCC Exams Report
and FARC
Membership
by, Dale Mierisch,
WB9SZL
VEC Session Manager

Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc is a non-profit (IRS
501(c)3) North Carolina corporation for the promotion of
Amateur Radio, and for the education and training of hams
and the general public primarily in Forsyth County, North
Carolina.
FARC was originally incorporated as the Winston-Salem
Radio Club on December 31, 1930 and has been in
operation ever since. We currently maintain a state-of-theart ham station in the basement of the Red Cross, 690
Coliseum Dr., Winston-Salem, NC and also maintain two 2meter repeaters, 146.64 (100 Hz tone) and 145.47 (100 Hz
tone) and a 444.275 repeater (100 Hz tone).
FARC has a general membership meeting with a program on
the 2nd Monday of every month at the Red Cross building,
690 Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem. The club conducts
its main business meeting (the Board Meeting) on the 3rd
Monday generally at 66 Pizza on Stratford Rd just west of
Hanes Mall Blvd. This is where most of the club’s business is
conducted and all attending members have a vote. All club
members are strongly encouraged to attend the business
meeting. For more information about FARC mail us at
FARC, Inc., PO Box 11361, Winston-Salem, NC, 27116; call
336-245-5740; or visit out web site at www.w4nc.com
Club email is to info <at> w4nc <dot> com *
Officers for 2019 are:
President: Sam Poindexter, NI4TG
Vice-President: Ian MacArthur, W4STH
Secretary: Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
Treasurer: Kent Englebert, K4HKE
Newsletter Editor: Don Edwards, WS4NC
Tech and VEC Chairman: Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL
Hamfest Chairman: David Shoaf, KC4X
Field Day Chairman: Henry Heidtmann, W2DZO
House Chairman: Steve Patterson, WA3RTC
Webmaster: Terry Brown, AK4D
All content is Copyright 2005-2018, All Rights Reserved, by
Don Edwards and Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc, unless
otherwise noted. Permission is given to reproduce for noncommercial purposes provided proper credit is given. If you
would like to help support the newsletter with an ad, please
contact Don Edwards (email: ws4nc <at> dwepe <dot>
com).
We trade newsletters with other clubs, and many clubs are
on our mailing list. If your club has a newsletter and would
like to trade please send us a copy.
Submissions and inquiries please send to dedwards <at>
dwepe <dot> com *
*The “funny” email addresses are to confuse the Spam bots.
Spam shall be cause of the fall of Western Civilization.
Either that or the spork.

We are working on a
system to allow testing.
Several possibilities are
being explored and we
will update everyone as
soon as we have something worked out. It isn’t all up to
us. While the FCC has said they don’t objections to
doing on-line testing, we have to develop a system that
has buyin from our supporting VEC, W4VEC. We will
update eveyone when we have a solution that is safe
for all.
Amateur Radio License Testing
Amateur radio testing has been suspended for now due
to the national emergency. Testing is normally
available for new applicants as well as upgrades. As
soon as we can we will resume exams on the 2nd
Monday of every month, except December, prior to the
FARC regular meeting. Check w4nc.com for updates.
The normal starting time is 6:20PM. The place is the
Red Cross building on 690 Coliseum Drive in WinstonSalem. Pre-registration is required via e-mail, listing the
elements you wish to test for, your phone number and
email address. You may pre-register or get additional
information via Email to testing@w4nc.com Attention
Dale Mierisch WB9SZL
P re -r e gi s t ra t i on i s re qu ir ed v i a em ai l o n l y,
testing@w4nc.com - no text messages please, listing
your name, call - if you have one, the elements you wish
to test for, your phone number and email address.
Please note that candidates wishing to upgrade their
license MUST bring:
A) Their original license for viewing
B) Two copies of their Signed license (FCC 660 – May 2007
Form), one of which must be attached to their FCC Form 605.
C) The Original CSCE and One Copy of their CSCE if they have a
CSCE.
D) $12.00

Our biggest challenge continues to be encouraging
upgrade candidates to bring a copy of their license to
exam sessions. Effective July 1, 2016, upgrade
candidates forgetting copies of their license, will be
dismissed and invited to bring their license copy to next

Patent US147119A: S. V. Francis, 1874.
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month’s exam session. A copy of your signed license
(FCC 660 – May 2007 Form), must accompany the
application to the FCC. Any missing copies
unfortunately delays the entire license process for all
exam candidates. Bring your original Signed license
(FCC 660 – May 2007 Form), if you have one, two
forms of ID, $12.00 and successful completion forms
(CSCE’s - if any).

June’s Mystery

by Don, WS4NC

What is this? OK, if you are over 40, no fair guessing. If
you are over 40, maybe a bit older than 40, you will know
what this is. And if you have one of these rattling around
in your basement, I bet I know how you got it.

For new hams, or upgrades, please complete the
information on the FARC application (usually the last
page of the Newsletter), if you have not already done
so, for a free membership to the Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club (FARC). Mark the form "New Ham - Exam date".
Once the form is completed, bring to the next club
meeting, or please scan and email to me.
Exams will be offered before the FARC meeting (2nd
Monday at the Red Cross) and start at 6:30 PM in room
109 at the Red Cross building once meetings start
again. You are encouraged to arrive early at 6:20 PM
Preregistration is strongly suggested at info <at> w4nc
<dot> com. We try to accommodate walk-ins if we can.

How to print a copy of your FCC
License
by Jim, KV4SJ

FARC FCC Tests
Dale, WB9SZL

To access an official copy of your license:
1. Go to:
https://wireless2.fcc.gov/UlsEntry/licManager/login.jsp
2. Log in with your FRN and password. (Also has links to find or get
your FRN.)

Until future ntoice all FCC tests at the Red
Cross, normally scheduled at 6:20 PM
before FARC meetings, has been canceled

3. Click on “Download Electronic Authorizations” in the links on the
left hand side.
4. Select your call sign in the box labeled “My Authorizations” and
click on the Add button to copy it into the “Authorizations to Download”
box.

W4VEC/VE TEST SESSIONS
CANCELED
Ray Everhart,
Chief Officer W4VEC/VE

5. Click on the Download button to download an official copy of your
license in PDF format.

Thomasville Amateur Exams
Rick Weinbaum, KK4RR
VE Session Manager,
Tri-County ARC, NC4AR
The Davidson County Library System has advised that due
to the Coronavirus (COVID-19) all meeting and other
activities inside the library have been canceled for the next
30 days. Therefore, the test session scheduled for Saturday,
March 21, 2020 has been canceled. This is the Thomasville,
NC session. Should conditions change after 30 days, the
session may be rescheduled in late April. Hope everyone
understands and remember the saying "Safety First".
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For the safety and health of our VE’s and
applicants, and following local, state, and
federal mandates, all scheduled test
session with W4VEC/VEC have been
cancelled through July 1, 2020, depending
on the status of the coronavirus (CoVid19 ). t his b a n on te s t in g t h roug h
W4VEC/VEC will be extended indefinitely.
Remember - “Safety First”. Stay safe - stay
healthy - stay at home.
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https://www.panam.org/about/606-across-the-pacific-film

https://www.panam.org/about/606-across-the-pacific-film

ACROSS THE PACIFIC
National release date:
May 18, 2020

https://www.panam.org/about/606-across-the-pacific-film

The picture on page 1, above, top right, and on page 5 are
from the trailer for the PBS movie, Across the Pacific,
which has a national relase date of May 18. We expect the
first installment to appear on May 18. Below is Brian, with
Snickers and Reese.

Across The Pacific, continued from Page 1
KN4R, presented the
background in a program
to FARC on providing the
radios for this and also the
f i l m Mi d w a y b a c k i n
November, 2019.
It has been surprising
how little detail radio gets
in most histories of the
early 20th century. No
other technology did as much to create a sense of
community, entertain us and end feelings of isolation
as did radio, most especially from the 1920s to World
War 2 and after. Radio’s contribution to navagation,
especially air navagation, enabled the ability for us
to travel as never before. It is so refreshing to see an
acknowledgment of radio’s contribution, especially
one that is so accurate to radio. And it is done with a
serious attention to historical detail not just to the
primary characters, but also to the technology.
Where possible the equipment behind the sceens is
the as close as possible to actual radios that were
used.
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When the China Clipper took off for the first
scheduled flight to Manila on November 22, 1935, it
riveted the attention of people around the world. At
that moment Pan Am vaulted to a commanding
position and the world changed forever as a result.
That's the story brought to life in "Across the Pacific."
Newly unearthed archival motion pictures,
photographs, and original sound recordings as well
as stunning graphics, help bring this history back to
life. The film by Moreno/Lyons Productions tells the
epic story of how Pan American Airways became the
first to bridge the mighty Pacific - the first airline to
cross any ocean. Focusing in particular on the
contributions of Pan Am’s visionary leader Juan
Trippe, aircraft designer Igor Sikorsky, and radio
engineer Hugo Leuteritz, the three-part program will
be broadcast on public television, beginning May
18th, 2020.
The Four Primary Characters:
Juan Trippe
Charles Lindbergh
Igor Sikorsky
Hugo Leuteritz, Radio Engineer!!!!!!
Be sure to watch the trailer:
https://www.panam.org/about/606-across-thepacific-film
And contact your local PBS station and ask for
“Across The Pacific” to be shown, soon!!!
Across the Pacific will be presented in 3 1-Hour
Episodes with the first expected to premier on PBS

FARC Newsletter
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To see Brian, KN4R’s, November 2019 FARC Presentation
you will need to click the following link:
www.dwepe.com/FARCVideos/2019-11-11 19-30-05.mp4
The program starts at 14:00 minutes in. This is not on the
youtube site.

Local Listing Times for
Across The Pacific
(from Dave, W4YDY)

Airborne
Tuesday, May 26, 04:00 am on Explorer Channel
Thursday, May 28, 03:00 am on Explorer Channel
Sunday, June 7, 08:00 pm on North Carolina Channel

https://www.panam.org/about/606-across-the-pacific-film

on June 7, 2020. Check local listings for full details.
1. “Airborne”.
Airline executive Juan Trippe, pilot Charles Lindbergh,
airplane builder Igor Sikorsky and radio engineer Hugo
Leuteritz join forces to build an airline to Latin America as
Pan Am takes flight.
2. “Latin Laboratory”.
Pan Am builds larger flying boats and harnesses radio for
navigation as it dominates service to Latin America. Juan
Trippe’s plans to cross the Atlantic are dashed when
Britain bars his planes from landing. So he sets his sights
on the Pacific instead.
3. “Another Ocean”.
Defying the skeptics, Pan Am builds an airway to Asia,
allowing the China Clipper to hopscotch across the
world’s widest ocean by landing at five stepping stone
islands: Hawaii, Midway, Wake Island, Guam and the
Philippines.
Thank you for your support over the years leading to the
culmination of this project!

Latin Laboratory
Tuesday, June 2, 04:00 am on Explorer Channel
Thursday, June 4, 03:00 am on Explorer Channel
Sunday, June 7, 09:00 pm on North Carolina Channel
Monday, June 8, 02:00 am on North Carolina Channel
Monday, June 15, 11:00 am on North Carolina Channel
Another Ocean
Sunday, June 7, 10:00 pm on North Carolina Channel
Monday, June 8, 03:00 am on North Carolina Channel
Tuesday, June 9, 04:00 am on Explorer Channel
Thursday, June 11, 03:00 am on Explorer Channel
Monday, June 22, 11:00 am on North Carolina Channel
On Spectrum the PBS Explorer channel is channel 1277, PBS is
channel 4, On the air PBS is channel 26 and the Explorer is one of
the sub-channels.

Bryan has advised on 5/24 that: FYI the new PBS
documentary “Across The Pacific” has finally been
released!
Preview:
https://www.panam.org/about/606-across-thepacific-film
The premier episode (“Airborne”) can be watched in
it's entirety over the Internet, here:
https://www.pbs.org/video/across-the-pacificairborne-8ms7qa/
A handful of local antique wireless radio collectors
kindly provided all the radios used in this
documentary and wife Cathey and I took them to
Boston for the shooting of the dramatic scenes
(almost two years ago :-)
Best, Brian, KN4R
Continued on the next page

https://www.panam.org/about/606-across-the-pacific-film
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Juan Tripp & Pam Am: America’s (Only)
International Airline. From Brian, KN4R’s,
November, 2019 FARC Presentation. Other
pictures on this page are from the PBS special
Across the Pacific. At the right is Brad Koed who
stared as Hugo Leuteritz. Below Brian, KN4R, gets
a credit as the Antique Radio Consultant. The
picture at the bottom right, Brian covered in his
FARC presentation.
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Brad Koed as Hugo Leuteritz
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#1. Sign into Zoom
#2. Click Join
#3. When Join Meeting screen comes
on click the little down arrow
#4. Zoom will show all meetings that
you have signed into on this
computer!

Tricks!

#5. This means you don’t have to
remember all those meeting
numbers! (on this computer)

June, 2020
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How to spend time during Covid19
Lockdown:

FARC 2020 FIELD DAY
Board meeting decision from May 18 is that we will
operate from each from our own home. The
Governer’s assesment as to the begining of phase 2
of Covid19 is only two days before Field Day, and
that just doesn’t give us enough time to plan. And
the health anad safety of all our members in not to be
taken lightly. We will tally our scores, we may
challenge other clubs to compare their score/per
operator, but final details have not been worked out.
This is a great opportunity to get your home station

Temporary Rule Waivers Announced for
2020 ARRL Field Day

ARRL, 05/28/2020

With one month to go before 2020 ARRL Field Day,
June 27 – 28, the ARRL Programs and Services
Committee (PSC) has adopted two temporary rule
waivers for the event:
1)
For Field Day 2020 only, Class D stations may
work all other Field Day stations, including other
Class D stations, for points.
Field Day rule 4.6 defines Class D stations as “Home
stations,” including stations operating from
permanent or licensed station locations using
commercial power. Class D stations ordinarily may
only count contacts made with Class A, B, C, E, and
F Field Day stations, but the temporary rule waiver
for 2020 allows Class D stations to count contacts
with other Class D stations for QSO credit.
2)
In addition, for 2020 only, an aggregate club
score will be published, which will be the sum of all
Continued on page 9
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individual entries indicating a specific club (similar to
the aggregate score totals used in ARRL affiliated
club competitions).

The ARRL Field Day web page includes a series of
articles with ideas and advice for adapting
participation this year.

Ordinarily, club names are only published in the
results for Class A and Class F entries, but the
temporary rule waiver for 2020 allows participants
from any Class to optionally include a single club
name with their submitted results following Field
Day.

[Editor’s note: This is not very much unlike what was
suggested last month in this Newsletter. The
exception is that I proposed for other NC clubs that
we divide our scores by number of operators to
make it fair to compare small clubs to big clubs. Of
course, like all of Field Day, the only prize is bragging
rights. See Page 10 for a reprint of the “Modest
Proposal” Regardless Happy Field Day! 73, Don,
WS4NC.]

For example, if Podunk Hollow Radio Club members
Becky, W1BXY, and Hiram, W1AW, both participate
in 2020 Field Day — Hiram from his Class D home
station, and Becky from her Class C mobile station
— both can include the radio club’s name when
reporting their individual results. The published
results listing will include individual scores for Hiram
and Becky, plus a combined score for all entries
identified as Podunk Hollow Radio Club.

https://www.dxzone.com/dx33593/ex0qp-dxpedition-to-kyrgyzstan.html

The temporary rule waivers were adopted by the
PSC on May 27, 2020.
ARRL Field Day is one of the biggest events on the
amateur radio calendar, with over 36,000
participants in 2019, including entries from 3,113
radio clubs and emergency operations centers. In
most years, Field Day is also the largest annual
demonstration of ham radio, because many radio
clubs organize their participation in public places
such as parks and schools.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many radio clubs
have made decisions to cancel their group
participation in ARRL Field Day this year due to
public health recommendations and/or
requirements, or to significantly modify their
participation for safe social distancing practices. The
temporary rule waivers allow greater flexibility in
recognizing the value of individual and club
participation regardless of entry class.
ARRL is contacting logging program developers
about the temporary rule waivers so developers can
release updated versions of their software prior to
Field Day weekend. Participants are reminded that
the preferred method of submitting entries after
Field Day is via the web applet. The ARRL Field Day
rules include instructions for submitting entries after
the event. Entries must be submitted or postmarked
by Tuesday, July 28, 2020.
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Field Day 2020
A modest proposal
by Don, WS4NC

Riley, K4ZDH, continued from page 1
At the FCC Riley became the head of the FCC
enforcement division, a distinction of which we are
most proud. He retired from the FCC in 2008 and
currently lives in Gettysburg, PA. Riley is a member
of FARC, QCWA, the FISTS CW association and has
been a ham since 1960. We have been fortunate to
have Riley visit on several occasions and we are very
pleased to host him again. If the picture below looks
familiar, it is because it was taken at his last visit to
FARC in 2014. At the top Riley proudly showed off his
FARC Life membership.

Today is May 3, when I am writing this. While there is
optimism about some things opening back up, the sad truth is
that Covid 19 is going to be with us for the foreseeable future.
Getting a large group together, many of whom are older, some
of whom have various conditions that require us to be extra
careful, to share microphones, headphones and meals seems
to be the height of folly. While I wouldn’t call it a lack of
guidance exactly about FD from the ARRL, they have
suggested that we be extra resourceful this year. The ARRL
has suggested that possibly we pool scores, but there hasn’t
been any allowance for filing that for 2020, at least last time I
looked. I think the suggestion to be creative is a good one,
and there is yet time for the ARRL to issue guidance about
scoring for 2020.
FARC has always taken Field Day seriously. In many ways it
is the highlight of our year. Our score last year was ninth in the
US of all stations in all categories. But FD is not a contest, nor
is it really a party, even though we treat it as one. It is a test of
emergency preparedness. And getting even one member
sick, or even worse dead, it just not worth the risk.
There has been a suggestion that we operate from home,
running 1D (regular power). But there are those who may
want to run 1E, emergency power. Or 1B, battery power.
Some may want to run QRP. Some may have two family
members who share a station and might want to run 2something, or more, which is two transmitters at one time. I
say “Jolly Good!” to all of those, to steal a British expression.
Here is my modest suggestion. Each club, each member, run
what ever you like or can at home, 1D, 1E, 1B, QRP. Then we
pool our scores within each NC club. Challenge the other
clubs in NC. (Yes, I’m looking at you, Raleigh and Durham, but
also RARS in Salisbury and any other NC Club.) Do your

Continued on the next page

http://www.hamjam.info/RileyHollingsworth.html

Winston-Salem Holiday Inn, mid-1960s? This may be
where the Hawthorn Inn and Conference Center is today on
Marshall and Brookstown. Anyone remember for certain?
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Mason, KM4SII, spent nearly 24 hours straight in the chair
working 20 meter SSB last year. Few of us older FARC
members have the stamina to do that anymore. But
working from home might be more comfortable than
sitting on those hard benches at Hobby Park.
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Above, more fun from Field Day, 2019, as we get ready to eat.

best, however you like, within the above categories - although
the multi-stations should be limited to family members, if
allowed at all. Then we compare AVERAGE scores PER
OPERATOR among all the NC clubs. I think we should have
some Zoom meetings during FD to keep a sense of
community - but we need to have a gentleman’s agreement
not to make schedules. There may need to be other rules that
I haven’t thought about it. We need a working group, both
within FARC and the other clubs to maybe hammer out these
things. Then we go for it. The average evens it out among big
vs small clubs.
Sadly we will not be a Hobby Park, but we can allow Forsyth
County to keep the deposit, especially so we can keep access
for next year. One year another group wanted our weekend at
Hobby Park and told the parks people that we should just
reschedule FD, (Yeah, like that is going to happen.) So we
want to keep our spot; we have everything worked out for
Hobby Park and we know how to put up 9+ big antennas there
in a short period of time, along with all the other logistics, so we
can’t easily move.
For me this sounds really good. I want to run CW, but I’m not in
the same class as Jim, Jim, Bryan, Henry and some other CW
operators. So I’ve been getting 15 and 10 CW. I can’t say
what I think here of 10 CW, since this is a family publication,
but lets just say it’s sad. Especially for the last several years. I
also get 80 CW overnight, but that, along with 15 and 10
means I’m running all weekend, day and night, and sadly I
don't have the stamina for that, unlike Mason who rocks 20
SSB for 24 hours last year. This proposal would allow me to
run 20 and 40 CW without taking that away from better
operators. And it allows other members to take their favorite
bands as well, without waiting for an operator change. But
that also means that frees up members within clubs, like the
Durham group, where there are some really good CW
operators, to do the same. Consider that a challenge.
This requires buy-in from our FARC members, as well as the
other clubs. While I’m willing to work with our planning group
my family situation limits what I can commit to, I’m certainly
willing to work with our planning group. And it will force me to
get my home station back up and running at full steam for FD.
This also applies to all club members, ours and others. So
that is a good selling point.
What does the top club get? Well bragging rights. What else
is there to Field Day, anyway? Unless somebody wants to
work out a more even system. Feedback?
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Headphones
by Don, WS4NC
There used to be a term
when I was a younger
ham in the 1960s that you
don’t hear much
anymore. “Glass Ear.” If
you have ever worn a set
of headphones like the
early ones shown in the
photo above, you know
exactly what that means.
Wear them long enough
and even a minor touch to
your ear and you will think
it will literally break. The
funny thing is that you
don’t notice it until the
pain hits. Or a “friend”
comes up and thumps your ear to hear you howl.
Padded earphones started showing up in the 1960s.
My introduction to them was a set from Lafayette
Electronics, that early “dime-store” for all things
electronic. Many of us older hams literally used the
Lafayette catalog as a wish book. Almost anything
you wanted could be ordered from them, including
ham gear. My first store bought receiver came from
Lafayette and was delivered to the railway depot in
Mocksville in 1961 or 1962.
Lafayette Electronics has gone away, along with
Olsen Electronics, Heathkit, Radio Shack and many
Continued on the next page
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to replace. A really good set makes hamming more
enjoyable and with care will last a long time. So to
that point I though I would cover some of the better
headphones sets that are available. I can’t say that I
have reviewed them all, and I have resorted to the
internet for some reviews, but this is just a taste of
what is available and some
of the pros and cons.

others. Today we have Amazon and Best Buy and
the internet. Today’s wish book is the internet.
Whatever you want, from where ever in the world, it
is available.
Several years ago our Field Day chairman gave me
a call and said we need everyone who has a set of
headphones to bring them to Field Day. To share.
My response: “I’d just as soon share my
underwear.” I was met with silence. As CoVid 19
has made clear, certain items are personal. My
objection was as much about germs as it was “care
and feeding” of my headphones. While there have
always been a possibility of contamination from
things as ugly as head-lice, pink eye and just plain
colds, there is also the fact that a good set of quality
headphones are expensive and are a personal item.
And they require some care if they are to last.
A good set of headphones is an investment. While
any cheap set will get by and be functional, and if
they are treated roughly may not be that expensive

You need to review your
needs. If you are going on
an extended hiking trip and
running a QRP CW rig then
your needs are more to the
cheap, disposable, but very light ear buds. Take
two, they’re small and light (and breakable). No
need for a microphone. One of my hiking friends
from years ago, a non-ham, was so concerned
about weight he drilled holes in his tooth brush
handle; a bit extreme if you ask me. If you are into
contesting and want clarity above all then a serious
communications headset is in order. And for
contestors, as well as others, you may want a
microphone, so the quality of that microphone is also
of concern. To me durability is also a concern as I
have worn out a number of headsets over the years;
with much use also comes wear and breakage.
Early headsets had poor quality. Frost made some
exceptional ones in the 1920s. Western Electric
headsets are even still regarded as the best of the
early quality headsets, I have a pair and they are
exceptional - for their day. And for crystal radios the
2K impedance headsets were a requirement. But
we are not concerned with antiques and collectibles
here. Let’s move to the 21 century:
Low frequency response is something I like, but isn’t
really needed for ham purposes. Sometimes
adjusting an audio equalization curve on a receiver
may help, especially for those with hearing
problems, like me, but for receive audio I haven’t
found this to be particularly helpful beyond that
required to tailor what you hear to the most suitable
bandwidth and reject QRM and noise, meaning I
have not found any real limitations caused by the
headphones, the adjustments are in the radio.
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Gaming headsets vary both in quality and price, and
price may not be reflective of the quality. But we are
fortunate that we have so many choices. Some,
despite their high price, may be cheaply made and
not good for really long, heavy use. Chose with an
eye to durability as well as sound quality.
FARC Newsletter Continued on the next page Page 12

I have found most microphones on various headsets
to be of generally good quality, since most today are
condenser mics. A good, close talking, high quality
dynamic microphone is desirable, but condenser
(electret) mics work very well too and are generally
cheaper. Computer headsets usually use an
electret for the microphone that may need a
“phantom” voltage to operate. Elecraft in the K3
allows you to set this from the menus, but other rigs
may have a pin on the standard(?!) 8-pin connector
to supply this voltage. ICOM usually expects an
electret mic on most of their radios.
Again,
standards vary here, both in the radios and in the
microphone world. Professional electret mics
require closer to 45 volts and phantom power
supplies are made just to supply this voltage, but
these are not usually found on headsets. Most
headphone mics work well in the 5-10 volts range,
usually the computer mics. There are too many
variables to cover them all here, beyond a little buyer
beware.
Another issue is that some electret mics are “hot”
compared to dynamic mics. While many headsets
work well with ham rigs, some might work better with
a 10-dB attenuator in line - but usually adjusting the
mic level works. That may be why you have to run
the mic gain so low. Again ICOM is the outlier here,
since most of their radios are designed for electret
mics. Distortion can result if the mic is too hot, even
if you have the gain down, and probably only your
friends will tell you. Ask for a critical report from
someone you can trust. If you run the gain too high it
will result in the transceiver running its ALC much of
the time, and that is a cause of distortion and
splatter. If you have to keep your mic gain really low,
like 2-5%, then the mic is too hot and an attenuator
would be a good idea.
Impedance is another issue. Most microphones
today are low-impedance output devices. Generally
low impedance is defined as 600 ohms and below.
Medium impedance would be 600 to 10,000 and are
uncommon. High impedance devices are 20,000
ohms. Most microphones today are in the 200 ohms
range. Low impedance can drive a high impedance
amplifier so that is what we want. Usually this is not
an issue in today’s headphones and could be the
subject for much discussion. But impedance
mismatches can cause distortion, though not
usually a consideration here.
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There is always the connector issue. Most of
today’s general market headphones have the 1/8inch tip-ring-ring-sleeve connector, the tip is right
channel, the first ring is left channel, the second ring
is the mic, and the sleeve is the ground, of course.
These may require an adapter for ham use, most
tablets and laptops have going to this connector.
Then there is the standard 1/8-inch stereo
connector with just left and right audio. Older
headphones may have a 1/4-inch connector, either
stereo or mono. Of course adapters are the usual
rule. If your radio has a standard 1/4-inch mono
connector, and you can change it out to a stereo
connector inside the radio, there is a trick that is
sometimes done is to put a 10-100 ohm resistor
from the tip (right) to the ring (left) on a stereo jack.
The slight reduction in levels isn’t noticeably lower
and you will hear in both ears without modifying the
connector on the headphones and plugging in a
mono headset still works fine even though the
resistor is now grounded out.
Prices are MSRP - like most things you may find
much lower prices on-line.
1. Heil
Heil headsets are something of a standard, the 900p ou nd go ril la i n h am h e ad ph on e s . T he
communication grade audio is exactly what you
Continued on the next page
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want, although a high quality set of stereo
headphones may not make much difference since
the audio is filtered down to the basic 2.8-3 kHz
range anyway by the radio. Heil is known for their
microphones, especially the contesting mic, which is
tailored to the range to punch through in a contesting
situation. That can be a good thing, but that piercing
sound can be fatiguing. for those on the other end.
Heil makes a high fidelity cartridge also.
www.heilhamradio.com is the site to go to. The
selection is from a $29 headset all the way up to the
Pro-7.
The Pro-7 headset is
Heil’s flagship. I have
not used this headset
myself for any extended
period of time, although I
did get to try out a friend’s
set. It looks better made
than some of the Heil
headsets of yore. This
headset has the
appearance and build
quality of a true professional set of headphones. It is
available with a selection of microphones and they
can be changed; the HC-74 is the contesting mic,
the HC-7 is the articulation mic with a wider
frequency response (these two replace the older 4,
5, and 6 elements) and then there is the iC mic made
especially for Icom rigs. It includes a PTT switch and
an extra set of gel ear pads, and a balance control.
The price tag is upwards of $300 so this may set you
back some coins, but they are well reviewed on eHam at 4.6 stars out of 5. They are available in
various colors and the padded headband is
adjustable. A nice touch is that the phase is
switchable which puts the stereo effect “inside” your
head.
This is nice, and it can make some
difference, I would usually set it one way and leave it.
This is a quality headset and is likely worth the
money. And should be the gold standard to compare
to. If these fit your budget, then go for them.
Pro Set and Pro Set Elite.
These set in with a higher
price of $159/$189, the Elite
being the better headset.
Both have the HC-6
microphone which is not
interchangeable and there is
an Icom option. The ear
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pads are replaceable. The Elite is the higher quality
set. They are very comfortable, but I have found
them not very durable. Sorry, Bob. I have worn out
several sets of these. That isn’t to say they are not
good headphones, they are and like many things
they don’t last forever. While they are new they are
great, but I find they do not have the quality build
construction that I want.
The Pro Set 3 is more
reasonably priced at $109. I
don’t have any experience
with this set so I have to go by
what others say. They are
light-weight with padded ear
cups but no microphone.
They also include the phase
reversal switch. e-Ham
gives these a 3.6 star rating out of 5. Some hate
them, some like them. Some consider them too
small for regular ears. Without trying a set I can’t
give you more, but I think there are other options.
Due to space I am not going to cover more Heil
headsets, but there are several more, including an
intriguing set called the Heil BM-17 at $109 MSRP.
Go to Heil’s website for more, or better go to e-Ham
for reviews.
2. Aviation headsets.
The classic here is the
David Clark and I’ll
cover the H10-13.4
headset. Bring
money. It is likely the
most expensive
headset here,
probably in the over
$300-400 range, but
like everything I am
sure the price varies
with the seller. These are designed especially for
the aviation market and the price reflects that. I
have used a set and I have found them a little on the
uncomfortable side, they have a strong grip on your
head, but there isn’t much turbulence in my ham
shack so I’m not worried any will bounce off my
head. They are just about indestructible, made in
the USA and carry a 5-year warranty. They have an
electret microphone and will work with most ham
rigs and the mic has a tailored audio response for
intelligibility. If you are a pilot, then maybe you can
get dual use here, but for ham purposes I don’t think
Continued on the next page
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this is most suitable choice. I have seen various
David Clark headsets at hamfests, usually at a
premium. Unless they are a bargain, or you are a
pilot, I think there are better choices for ham
purposes. Not a slight against these, just they welldesigned for a different market.
3. Audio-Comm. These are very
popular and at about $40 not
necessarily a budget killer and
probably found in the $25 range if
you hunt. There are around 60
reviews on e-Ham with an average
of 4.4 stars. It is not in the Heil
high-end audio range, but it is very
serviceable. You can’t compare a $25 item with a
$250 item, at least not favorably. I think the quality
varies so you may not get super high quality build.
They are an affordable alternative, especially for the
price. I suspect, but do not know, that these may be
made by various Chinese manufacturers with the
same name, so quality may be variable.
4. Kenwood HS-5 and HS-6
headsets. No microphone. I
have owned several HS-5s over
the years and found them of good
quality both in audio and in build.
They are enhanced speech
grade headphones, not really for music and the
audiophile, but then this is what we want for ham
work. The HS-6 is light weight, don’t know much
about these. The HS-5 is what I consider to be a
quality set of ham headphones. The HS-5
headphones are wired for mono, but I put a stereo
plug on mine. The HS-5 are $59.95 MSRP. They
don’t last forever, but mine lasted for a long, long
time. They are rated at 4.8 stars, have been around
for 30+ years so that says something. I wouldn’t turn
down a set of these if you find a set at a hamfest, or
even order a new set. (Remember hamfests? They
were places where we used to go trade our goodies,
and maybe will one day again.)
5. Koss Pro 4/AA.
These are a real
contender for quality
general purpose
headsets. They can
be found for under
$100 and are rated at
4.6 on e-Ham. Some
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find them a little uncomfortable, at least until they are
broken in, but most find them OK. While they are
heavier, they are of quality build. I have not used a
set of these myself for years. They have been
around for many, many years. The audio quality is
really hi-fi, so they are usable for music as well as
ham purposes. In terms of durability, these seem to
last quite a while, some having them for decades. I
think there may be a mic version, but I’m not sure.
There are also some new 4AAA models and a
titanium model, probably not the same. Be careful,
there are knockoffs of these headphones, and make
sure they are genuine Koss. A very good choice.
6.
Radiosport
RS60CF. These I have
no experience with, but
are very well regarded
with a 4.9 start rating on
e-Ham with 133 total
reviews. They are in
the $300 MSRP price
range so that makes
them a good choice to
compare with Heil’s
Pro-7. While they are
heavier than most, they
appear to be of quality build. Those who have them
seem to love them, there seems to be little bad said
about them, either in audio quality or build quality.
For those who have the budget, these are a high
contender.

7. Razer Blackshark Gaming Headset. These are
what I and Gene, WB4MSG use. Gene found them
first and we both loved the build quality. These are
supposedly based on the Black Hawk military
headsets and look like a good copy. They have
really good audio, but they are not the best music
headphones I have ever owned; very, very good
Continued on the next page
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have a set and like them, then by all means use
them. W4NC has a box of older headphones that
we bring to FD so that we don’t have to share, but
many are getting long in the tooth. If you find a set
that you like at a hamfest, then get them. They may
be a bargain, but modern headphones are better
usually.

music quality, but not the very best bass, but then
that is not why I bought them. They have really good
response at ham audio frequencies. They are no
longer in production, but can be still found. When
new they sold for $129.00 at Best Buy. I have seen
these sell on eBay used for as much as $600 - so
that says something about them. Replacement
parts like mics and ear pads are available. Newegg
shows refurbished sets for under $100 and
sometimes they show up on eBay for $50 or so (if
crazy people don’t run the bids up to insane levels).
This is the set of headphones that inspired me to say
I’d rather share my underwear than my headphones.
They are quality and reasonably priced and they are
built to last, but getting harder to find.
8. There are a lot of gaming headphones sold on
Amazon and other sites. Remember that price is not
always a good indicator of quality, but reasonable
sets of headphones with mics can be had in the $40100 range. Read the reviews.
What about vintage headphones? And I’m referring
to the Lafayette-type headphones that I started this
article. They are acceptable, but not as good as
modern headphones. Magnets in particular have
improved considerably over the years, but if you
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I didn’t cover noise-canceling headphones. I just
don’t have that much experience with those, and
they are more a speciality item. For most hams this
isn’t an issue since we usually operate closed off
from the world and we are the ones creating the
noise.
There are other specialty
headphone-type items,
like the earwigs you see
used on TV shows. These
aren’t generally available
to the ham market, but that may change in the future.
Those are usually Bluetooth, VOX items and sold
only to professionals at a premium price. And. Just.
To. Creep. You. Out. Here is the insect, much, much
magnified, that crawls into ears for which earwigs (or
earwicks - I see both terms) are named. Another
reason not to share headphones.
Continued on the next page
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There are so many more to chose from. I can only
do a quick rundown here and have used too much
time and space to cover these. This is to get you
thinking. Please, please get yourself a quality set of
headphones. If we ever get back so that we can
have a Field Day at Hobby Park then bring your own.
Microphone or not, is a
personal choice. Good
music headphones do
make good ham
headphones, but not
always the other way
around. Headphones
tailored to the voice range are probably better for
ham purposes. But not so much that it makes a big
difference. It is a personal choice. It is good hygiene
to have your own headphones and a good quality set
of headphones is something that you may not want
to share. A quality set of headphones brings your
enjoyment of ham radio to a whole new level.

(And another thing, why didn’t I cover the W2ENY, or
Sony, or Telex, or $ennheiser (not a typo) or Bo$e or
AKG or your precious Glandamerang 1000 Titanium
headset? Well because I don’t know much about
them. And you can spend a $1,000 on headphones,
just I think there are diminishing returns - don’t sell a
kidney. If a manufacturer wants to send me some for
review, I’d be happy to oblige, but be ready for an
honest review. Not that I expect any takers. There
are hundreds of headsets out there, these are the
most commonly used by hams or representative of
what I take for most commonly-used. If you want a
review of more of the most commonly-used
headsets go to e-Ham. Or better yet, if you have
something you really like, write me a review and I’ll
put it in the Newsletter. Can’t write? Me either.
Write out what you can, get me a picture or two and
I’ll edit it.) Happy hamming.
73, WS4NC

Now get your grubby, slimy hands off my Razer
Blacksharks and go get your own. Or use your old lice,
pink-eye and earwig-infested headphones with its
cold-virus and CoVid19 infested mic. With the
dilapidated pads and broken cord. (He said with a
smile!) I have not found a set of headphones I like as
much as Blacksharks, ever, but I’d also feel about the
same about Heil Pro-7. The nice green silicone rubber
cord is part of what makes them even nicer. I get
comments about the Blacksharks every time they are
out, as does Gene, and those comments, along with
CoVid19 is what started this article. A quality set of
headphones is a good investment, makes hamming
more fun and it is a personal one.
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https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/9akvby/the-man-who-invented-stereo

The man who invented Stereo
Brian, KN4R, send this
link. On April 1, 2015
Abbey Road Studios, yes
that Abbey Road Studios,
celebrated a man that
made a major impact on
the music business. Alan
Dower Blumlein, born in
1903, died 1943.

by Don, WS4NC

His idea was way ahead
of the times. He patented
stereo in the early 1930s,
but then affording one
speaker, much less the
associated electronics,
was too much for normal people. A theater maybe,
but not for home use. A quality Jensen or Western
Electric speaker would cost most of a years wages,
and that was without an amplifier to go with it. Most
common speakers just didn’t have the “umpth”
needed to do a quality job.

recorded on records. Two channels within a single
groove. In 1934 he recorded Mozart’s Jupiter
Symphony, played by the London Philharmonic and
made a stereo film in 1935.
While stereo came into common use for audiophiles
about in the mid-1950s, it really took John, Paul,
George and Ringo to make it more than an
audiophiles dream. Sadly Blumlein died before
stereo became commonplace.
If you are into
electronic and music history, I encourage you to go
read the article at
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/9akvby/theman-who-invented-stereo
or look him up on
Wikipedia.

“Consuming raw or undercooked meats, poultry, seafood,
shellfish, eggs or bats may increase your risk of
foodborne illness.” And global pandemics.

He didn’t just patent the idea of two sources, he also
developed the system that allowed stereo to be
Image: Victoria Turk

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/9akvby/the-man-who-invented-stereo
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The man in the tux is saying “Can you write some software
so I can hook this up to my Collins 75A-1 receiver to copy
CW?”
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https://www.cbsnews.com/news/titanic-telegraph-distress-calls-salvage-judge-ruling/
Paramount Pictures

Radio operators on board the Titanic send out an S.O.S.
distress call in the 1958 film, "A Night to Remember."
Another mystery - what is wrong with this picture?

Update on the Titanic Radio Rescue
by Don, WS4NC
On May 20 a Federal Judge ruled that the rescue of
the Titanic radio room can proceed. Multiple people
are against this including NOAA that represents the
US interests in the Titanic as well as the UK. The
plan is to slip a submersible into a window, cut the
walls and any wires and then remove the room in
one piece. It is 2 1/2 miles down so this isn’t a
simple job.

Above are two stills from the recent Titanic move.

Downton Abbey Radio
by Don, WS4NC
After saying “It’s a fad it won’t last” Lord Grantham finally
changes his mind about getting a radio. Of course, it was
to hear King George V's speech opening the British Empire
Exhibition, 23 April 1924. This was season 5, episode 2.
Downton Abbey can be watched on Amazon Prime.

The radio room is located on the deck not far from
the grand staircase. While this represents one
more step in the process, there is no real word that
this expedition will go forward.
I still don’t know how I personally feel about this. I
suspect, but really don’t know, the equipment is not
in very good shape after all these years. That said, I
would still like to see it. But a big part of me also
feels that this should stay a memorial to those who
died.
Regardless of the resuce, I still feel that the recent
Titanic movie deserves great kudos for the
stupendous job they did recreating the radio room.
It is very accurate according to all the pictures I can
find.
Look closely at the keys in the top right.
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Celebrating VE Day

Don, WS4NC

OK, a little late. W4HG sent this to me: For the full
article go to https://www.bbc.com/news/uk52583322
“They were broadcast on 7 May 1945 by a military radio
network making its final stand in Cuxhaven on Germany's
North Sea coast.
The message reports the arrival of British troops and ends:
"Closing down for ever - all the best - goodbye."
After Germany surrendered, VE Day was declared the next
day.
In 1944, this German military radio network, codenamed
BROWN, had extended across Europe sending reports about
the development of experimental weapons.
But a year later, as the Allies entered the town and closed in on
his position, a radio operator at his post signed off to any
colleagues who might still be listening.
His words - sent at 07:35 on 7 May - would be the last from the
German military intercepted by codebreakers at Bletchley Park
before the surrender.
"British troops entered Cuxhaven at 1400 on 6 May. From now
on all radio traffic will cease - wishing you all the best," the
message from a Lieutenant Kunkel said.
This was immediately followed by: "Closing down for ever - all
the best - goodbye".

George Sterling, 3DF

by Don, WS4NC

Brian Harrison, KN4R, sent me the photo of the QSL
card above. George Sterling3DF, later W3DF,
worked at the FCC prior to WW2 and after. His ham
career started in 1908, at age 14. First licensed as
1AE, then W1AE. George served in the Marine
National Guard. He also worked as a junior radio
operator on a passenger ship, in 1917. He was on a
ship coming back from Venezuela when the US
declared war on Germany in 1917. During WW1 he
served in France in the 103rd infantry. He was later
assigned to the Army Signal Corps.
He joined the Department of Commerce in 1923 as a
radio inspector, later transferring to the FCC after it
was founded. George played a big part in the Radio
Intelligence Division, which was part of the program
Brian presented to FARC back in early 2019. He
had a long and storied career with the FCC.
Including writing several books, most especially
including “The Radio Manual” in 1928. I have a copy
of the third edition (1938) on my bookshelf. He also
wrote the manual about the accomplishments of the
RID that was never published. Brian presented this
at the FARC meeting and has a copy available for
download, I think. For more information please see
the QCWA article at https://www.qcwa.org/w3dfh0002-sk.htm
This is the email from Brian:
Hey Don,
FYI on my followup email to Riley. Working
for the FCC Riley of course knew of George
Sterling who was head of the FCC’s RID
during WWII (and Riley supposedly also loves
the “Patrolling The Ether” WWII video that I
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progress. There was a presentation that was made
on various software packages and how to learn, but
sadly the recording busted that night. If there is
demand for it we will hold another presentation. The
bottom line is to download the software package ‘Just
Learn Morse” (just Google that). The order of the way
you learn the characters is called the Koch method.
Try not to learn the visual presentation of the
characters, but listen to the sound. Most of the best
CW ops in the club prefer 550 Hz and the club radios
are set to this frequency. Go to the options pages and
set it up for 550 Hz, 7 WPM but at least 18 WPM
characters (Farnsworth method). To start with drop it
to only 1 minute. Start with 5 characters (or two if 5 is
a problem). Move up to 5 WPM and try to do as many
sessions as you can in one hour. We do a “report
card” on Fridays so to keep up a little pressure.
There are other software packages, and they have
many positive qualities, but this program is one of the
best to just learn the characters. Once you have
mastered the characters there are some other
software packages, including one that was designed
by the devil himself, but start with this “Just Learn
Morse”. If you don’t know the characters, it is not a
good idea to try the other software, unless all you want
is frustration. There are some serious mistakes to
make in learning CW and this avoids essentially all of
those. If you start the wrong way, it will frustrate you
forever.
If you are looking for the shortcut to success, it is
practice, practice, practice. We can’t do that for you,
but we can be a support group and since you have to
report your progress each week, it is a motivator.
If there is demand, I’ll redo the presentation, it does
cover some don’ts, and some things that will help you
improve your speed. I’m not the best expert, but
having learned CW the worst way possible I do know
some serious pitfalls to avoid. We have gone thru
several Zoom meeting numbers, the final one is 8133696-1876, usual password. There is enough time

Morse Code Practice Session

by Don, WS4NC

There is a group that has committed to learning Morse
code by Field Day. Right now it is a small group, and
we are meeting on Zoom on Friday’s to discuss
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until Field Day that you can
learn enough to make a
least a few CW contacts,
especially if you use
software assistance, and
that is not cheating, it is a
way to improve. But you
have to learn enough to get
started.
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included in the RID presentation a while
back).
You might want to include one or both of the
George Sterling tidbits in a future
newsletter
best,Brian, KN4R

N4HER has been abusing his cats again in his
custom “cat wash”.
Above the spark gap key used by George Sterling
during WW1 on the S.S. Conehattca, now in the
possession of W5EPJ. Below A picture of George
Sterling in his ham shack, year unknown.

How about Engineer?
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opened in 1923 as an 88-bed facility; that is the picture for
which I was looking. In 1935 Bowman Gray, Sr. suffered a
fatal heart attack while on a cruise with his family. The
family established a trust fund of $750,000 to relocated the
School of Medicine at Wake Forest to Winston-Salem. The
school formally opened in Winston-Salem in 1941 with a
first graduating class in 1943.

Twin-City Hospital

by Don, WS4NC

OK, I stand corrected. Dave, WA4MKK, informs me that
this building was downtown on 4th street. And he knows
since he was born there (Hummm, good memory!). I don’t
think this building is still standing, but maybe I’m wrong
again. If I don’t make mistakes, I don’t give you guys any
reason to call me out. And that lets me know you do read
the Newsletter. This building does look a lot like the original
Baptist Hospital building on Hawthorn Road and Queen St.
The original Baptist building is still there with many new and
much bigger buildings around it, but much remodeled. I’ll
see if I can scare up a picture of it. Thanks Dave. [And
Guido and Dondo are a private joke between us, we’ve
known each other since 1973 at Wake Forest School of
Medicine.] Below are the emails:
Tsk, tsk, Dondo:
The Twin City hospital
(a.k.a. City Hospital) was on E Fourth St.
I was actually born there,
that entity
eventually became Forsyth Memorial when the
new facility opened on Silas Ck Pkwy. The
original Baptist hospital building (Main
Bldg) looked similar but lacked the long
front stairs. It was built much later. 73,
Guido
Hey Guido: I have to make mistakes. No one
will help me proofread, but after it goes
public I am open to criticism. Thanks for
the input. I'll update next month. I didn't
think it looked quite like the original, but
it was close. Is this building still there?
If not when did it go away? dit dit

https://lib.digitalnc.org/record/10787#?c=0&m=0&s=0&cv=0&r=0&xywh
=-1301%2C-1%2C7160%2C3840

Transcription: Benson School Boy Makes Radio
Outfit. Fifteen-year-old Marshall Whittington
constructs his own apparatus. About a year and a
half ago Marshall Whittington, of Benson, became
interested in radio through reading articles in
electrical and engineering magazines. He became
so enthusiastic that he acquired a blue print, and
studying it, decided that he could readily make a set.
He already had a slight knowledge of electrical
wiring and as soon as he had made up his mind that
he could build the set he straightaway asked his
father to buy material for him. This looked like folly to
his father, who felt that this idea of his son was only
an idle dream and that to invest money. . . Marshall
Whittington: The 15-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Whittenton, of Benson, build and installed the radio
receiving set with which he is photographed.

Some where I had an original
picutre of the original NC
Baptist building, but I can’t
locate it, nor can I find one on
line. The short history is the
WF Medical school was
founded in 1902 in Wake
Forest on the original
campus. NC Baptist Hospital
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June 27-28 ARRL Field Day - Looks like we will operate from
home at this point. W4NC/90 will probably not be active for this
event. It is not planned to be at Hobby Park this year.

NEARBY HAM CLUBS AND MEETINGS:
Please see www.w4nc.com for more up-to-date
information
SOME MEETINGS MAY NOT BE HELD DUE TO THE
NATIONAL EMERGENCY. WE WILL POST WHAT
INFORMATION WE HAVE. THESE ARE THE NORMAL
STANDING DATES AND INFORMATION.

Calendar of Upcoming Ham Events
Hamfests, Special Events,
Contests, Club meetings, etc.

By Don WS4NC

Known Canceled hamfests: I went as far north as MD, as far south as FL,
as far west as TN and got any nearby states where FARC members are
known to travel. Bold just means probably of more value to FARC
members and friends. Basically, if it is between now and end of June - it
probably has been canceled. This is a rapidly changing situation. I
posted what information I have on ham clubs meetings as appropriate,
again probably canceled or on-line.
06/06/2020 - CANCELED - Atlanta hamfest, Atlanta, GA
06/13/2020 - CANCELED - Bloomsburg Hamfest, Lime Ridge, PA
06/13/2020 -CANCELED-Ole Virginia Ham’s Hamfest, Manassa Park, VA

Other Events:
May 30 CQ WW WPX CW Contest
June 6 Kentucky QSO Party.
June 8 FARC General Club meeting Unknown if we will
meet at the Red Cross or Zoom at this time, probably Zoom.
The meeting will start at 7:30 PM.
June 15 FARC Business meeting. Unknown if we will meet
on Zoom or at 66 Pizza at this time. The meeting starts at 7:30.
July 11, 2020: Firecracker Hamfest*, STATUS UNKNOWN
sponsored by Rowan Amateur Radio Society, Salisbury Civic
Center, 315 Martin Luther King Avenue S, Salisbury, NC
28144. http://www.rowanars.com Talk-In: 145.41 MHZ (PL
136.5). Public Contact: Ralph Mowery, KU4PT, via phone at
704-279-4737 or email at rmowery28146@earthlink.net
July 25, 2020: WCARS Hamfest*, STATUS UNKNOWN
sponsored by Western Carolina Amateur Radio Society,
Haywood County Fairgrounds, 758 Crabtree Road,
W a y n e s v i l l e ,
N C
2 8 7 8 5 .
http://www.wcars.org/wcarshamfest.htm Talk-in: none.
Public Contact: Ruth Berner, WA4VT, via phone at 828-2162510 or email at ruthberner@gmail.com
(source: ARRL website)
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NEW - Wednesdays at 7:30 PM FARC Tech Talk, a Zoom
meeting, ID: 549 621 524 Password: club call lower case
letters. An informal project group for help, discussions and
“war stories”.
Quarterly QCWA Meeting usually April, June, September and
December. See the website for details. Locations varies. ALL
members and guests are welcome! Wearing your Ham badge
is encouraged. Always a good program. QCWA Chapter 126
Weekly Net: 3.853 MHZ, 8:45AM each Saturday morning.
Next Meeting: The next Piedmont Chapter 126 meeting is
scheduled for 6/13/20 in Siler City at the Best Food Cafeteria,
staring at 11:30 AM. All members and guests are welcome!
Wearing your Ham badge is encouraged.
1st Mondays High Point Amateur Radio Club IN-PERSON
MEETING STATUS UNKONWN HPARC meets the first
Monday of each month at Rancho's, 10463 North Main Street
in Archdale. The meeting usually begins at 7:00 PM with many
m e m b e r s g a t h e r i n g f o r a m e a l a ro u n d 6 : 3 0 P M .
www.w4ua.org (Updated 7/12/19 Thanks to David AJ4TF)
Last Saturdays GSO/HP VE testing IN-PERSON MEETING
STATUS UNKONWN The High Point FCC Testing session is
on the last Saturday of the month (except June, Nov, and Dec)
at Hickory Chapel Wesleyan Church, 301 Hickory Chapel
Road, High Point 27260. Reservations required 3 days in
advance. You need to bring two forms of ID including a Photo
ID and a photocopy of any previous licenses and/or CSCE's.
The testing fee is $12.00 payable by cash only. Other dates
and locations can be found on the W4VEC.ORG web site.
Please contact David Macchiarolo at AJ4TF@arrl.net. Testing
starts at 10:00 AM (Updated 7/12/19 Thanks to David AJ4TF)
2nd Saturdays GSO/HP VE Testing CANCELED UNTIL
FURTHUR NOTICE The Greensboro session is the second
Saturday of each month (except for March) at Hinshaw United
Methodist Church located at 4501 High Point Road,
Greensboro, NC 27407. Reservations are not required, but
advised. Please contact David Macchiarolo by e-mail at
AJ4TF@arrl.net Testing starts at 9:00 AM. You need to bring
two forms of ID including a Photo ID and a photocopy of any
previous licenses and/or CSCE's. The testing fee is $12.00
payable by cash only. Other dates and locations can be found
on the W4VEC.ORG web site. (Updated 7/12/19 Thanks to
David AJ4TF)
1st Tuesdays Durham FM Association: IN-PERSON
MEETING STATUS UNKONWN Meets for Dinner (optional) at
6:00pm and the business meeting and program at 7:00pm.
Continued on next page
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We are meeting at Bullock's BBQ, on 3330 Quebec Drive in
Durham. For more info on each meeting, check
http://www.dfma.org/
1st Tuesdays Davie County Amateur Radio Club: The last
information I have is that this club is no longer active. Several
SKs and a small ham population have made it hard.
2nd Mondays: The Orange County Radio Amateurs meet
at 1900 at the Orange Count EOC in Hillsborough. INPERSON MEETING STATUS UNKONWN
2nd Mondays: Raleigh Amateur Radio Society General
Meeting [SUSPENDED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE KE4PAX] on second Monday of each month, Location: Ridge
Road Baptist Church, 2011 Ridge Road, Raleigh, NC, 27607.
Time: People begin arriving at 7 PM, The meeting officially
begins at 7:30 PM. RARS also meets for a monthly dinner on
the first Tuesday of each month for the RARS dinner. Dinner
begins at 6:30 PM. Next Dinner at Golden Coral, 6129
Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh 27612.
2nd Mondays Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc. May held
online on Zoom on-line, no in-person meeting - June is
undetermined but will likely also be held on-line also.]
Meeting starts at 7:30 FCC exams are suspending also until
further notice, but usually offered starting at 6:20 PM sharp.
Zoom ID: 294 418 122 Password: club call lower case letters
2nd Mondays Rowan Amateur Radio Society IN-PERSON
MEETING STATUS UNKONWN at the Rowan County Rescue
Squad Building at 1140 Julian Road. Monthly meetings usually
begin at 7:00 PM local time, except for the July and December
meetings which are “dinner” meetings and thus start a little
earlier, usually beginning about 6:00-6:30 PM. Programs may
include equipment demonstrations, movies, guest speakers,
or just open discussions on radio. We look forward to seeing
you at the next meeting. http://www.rowanars.org/ (Please
confirm with a member of the Rowan Club. (I understand there
is a discussion about moving meeting nights so that joint
meetings can be made with FARC. We’d love that!)

2nd Saturdays: Tri-County Amateur Radio Club ,
SUSPENDED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE Thomasville: 2nd
Saturday at Loflin's Rest. 108 Randolph St., Thomasville. 8:30
to meet and eat. Check NC4AR.org for any last minute
changes in time or venue. (Updated 2/28/2020 by John,
W8LWX)
Last Mondays: Stokes County Amateur Radio Society
SCARS IN-PERSON MEETING STATUS UNKONWN
http://k4stk.com/index.html
Knightlites QRP Club IN-PERSON MEETING STATUS
UNKONWN http://www.knightlites.org/ Usually meets in Cary.
Spread the word. See website for details.
Briarpatch Amateur Radio Club - IN-PERSON MEETING
STATUS UNKNOWN Next club meeting is ? ; the meeting will
be held at TCRH. Meetings and FCC Test Sessions Test
sessions are held at the Twin County Regional Hospital in
G a l ax , VA un l es s o t h e r w i s e a n n o u n ce d .
http://galaxbarc.tripod.com (This has not been updated for a
while.)
Last Mondays: Lexington, NC Healing Springs Mountain
VHF Society (except Nov. and Dec., usually first Mondays in
Dec.) Currently meets on W4PAR repeater, 146.910 (T107.2).
(Updated 5/6/2020 by Bill, W4EXT)
2nd Tuesdays: Greenville, NC Brightleaf Amateur Radio
Club, W4AMC Next meeting is by Zoom on May 12, 2020 at
7PM. Details: www.w4amc.com (update 5/6/2020 by
W4YDY)
Any clubs not mentioned or listed incorrectly are welcome to send a note to dedwards <at> dwepe <dot>
com and include any updates or additions.

Upcoming Programs
May Program was our own famous FARC Life Member, Riley
Hollingsworth, K4ZDH, on the new Volunteer Monitor Program,
which replaces the Official Observer Program. It is available on
www.w4nc.com.

3nd Mondays Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc. Business
Meeting. ONLY ON ZOOM UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE Open
to all FARC members and interested visitors. Normally at 66
Pizza, on Stratford Rd just past Hanes mall Blvd and behind
Village Tavern, but currently on Zoom. At 66 Pizza we start
arriving for dinner about 5:30-ish, the meeting is at 7:30.

June will be all about Field Day. The decision is made not to have
it at Hobby Park, but exact details will be discussed on our Zoom
meeting.

3rd Mondays(?): Guildford Amateur Society IN-PERSON
MEETING STATUS UNKONWN usually held at Sarah’s
Kabob Shop on 5340 W. Market Street in Greensboro, 27409,
at 6:00 PM to eat, 7:00 PM to meet. Verify the dates at
http://www.w4gg.org/ (updated 8/13/19 by Ken, KW4UC)

The main FARC in-person meeting night (2nd Mondays) is
suspended until further notice but it will be held by Zoom videoconferencing. The April meeting was a success by all means with
72 sign-in participating. The meeting is normally the Second
Monday night at the Red Cross Building on Coliseum Drive with
the meeting starting at 7:30 PM (7:29:56.5 PM this month!).
FCC testing is usually available (suspended right now), please
preregister at info <at> w4nc <dot> com when exams start back.
Examinees should plan on arriving at 6:15 PM.

3rd Tuesdays: The Winston-Salem Project Group,
locations varies, now on Zoom.
Goto
www.almondtree.com for details.
4th Mondays(?): Guildford Amateur Radio Association
Eat IN-PERSON MEETING STATUS UNKONWN at 6:30pm
and the meeting is at 7:15pm. Sara’s Kabob Shop on 5340 W.
Market Street in Greensboro 27409. Verify the dates at
http://www.w4gso.org/ (updated 8/13/19 by Ken, KW4UC)
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July will be our new ARRL NC Section Manager, Marv Hoffman,
WA4NC.

The FARC Business Meeting is now on Zoom on the third
Monday of the month. Email dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com if
you want to be added to the list. It is open to all. Normally it is
held at 66 Pizza on Stratford Rd just west of Hanes Mall Blvd.
The meeting starts around 7:30 pm. (We usually arrive a little
earlier (~5:30 for some of us) and order dinner.) All are welcome.
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From the President
by Sam Poindexter, NI4TG
Paypal is live on
the website with a
l i n k
a n d
explanation. It has
been tested
several times.
Stacey, W1LLO,
came up with the
p a y p a l . m e
t e c h n i c a l
implementation (Thanks Stacey!).
The important issue is that the
"comment" box must be used to
note...... donation, 2020 dues, etc.
Setting up a paypal account is required
at time of payment if you don’t have
one, but works easily and is very fluid in
the process, so much so, that it's
almost unnoticed.

FARC Dues have gone up . .

THE ASHEVILLE RADIO MUSEUM
Closed for now but . . .The Museum is usually open on Saturdays
from 1 PM – 3 PM (summer hours). We welcome visits from
hams, ham club groups and families with children – especially
those interested in amateur radio and how radio waves were
discovered and made useful. Dozens and dozens of ham and
home radios on display, not to mention antique Morse code
practice machines and a Morse recorder, a spark gap transmitter,
World War II radios (Gibson Girl, B17 bomber, Nazi propaganda),
Asheville's 1930s first police car radio, Philco's 1930s mystery
remote control for console radios, a replica of Marconi's first
receiver and much more! Admission and parking are free.
Directions are on www.avlradiomuseum.org at the bottom of the
home page. For group tours or additional information, please use
the contact form found near the directions.
Not able to drive to Asheville? Take our smart phone tour of two
dozen interesting items on display. Download the free app from
the link at the top of our home page. Many other Asheville tours
also available using this app.
An interesting visit is guaranteed for all!
https://www.avlradiomuseum.org/

Dues went up this year, but not by much. If
you have paid, thank you, if not you can
now use PayPal.
Goto the
www.w4nc.com web site and click on the
PayPal logo. PLEASE, in the blank area
where you can send a note to the club,
PLEASE put in what membership level
you are paying for and any donations to
the club AND YOUR CALLSIGN. This
information is essential and will be sent to
the club Treasurer and club Secretary so
that you get proper credit. You will also get
an email back stating the amount that you
have sent to the club. AS 73 Magazine
used to put on their cover . . . cheap!
June, 2020
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Minutes of the Forsyth Amateur
Radio Club Meeting 11 May 2020

By Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
Secretary, Forsyth Amateur Radio Club

1. Call to Order and Welcome: The 11 May 2020
meeting of the Forsyth
Amateur Radio Club was
called to order by
President Sam
Poindexter (NI4TG) at
1933 hours. The meeting
was held on Zoom video
conferencing software
due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Sam
welcomed all attendees,
approximately 58, for
joining us this evening.
2. Announcements: Shop and technical talk
meeting scheduled on Zoom weekly on
Wednesday nights at 19:30. This gives people a
chance to socialize while everyone is stuck
inside. Please see Don's email for the invite link.
The June meeting presentation will be on Field
Day organization, with details still being worked
out. July's presentation will be NC ARRL section
manager, Marv Hoffman (WA4NC). Brian
Harrison (KN4R) may be able to present at the
August meeting. Good meetings coming up in
the next few months. Keep an eye on the
W4NC.com website for up to date information.
3. Business Meeting: Sam (NI4TG) reminded
everyone about our upcoming business meeting
next Monday via Zoom. The meeting starts at
19:30. The link will be distributed via e-mail.
4. Treasurer's Report: Treasurer Kent Englebert
(K4HKE) gave a brief treasurer's report. Our
balance in the bank is $4550.35. Only major
expense forthcoming will be the liability and
insurance payment for around $800. Any
equipment that has been added to the club
recently should be added to the list. If anyone
has anything they think should be added, contact
Kent at treasurer@w4nc.com.
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5. Auxcomm/Ares: Harlan Cobert (W1HRC)
presented the Auxcomm report. Red Cross
online course on psychological first aid is being
provided free of charge. You can sign up at
http://www.r edcros s.or g/take-aclass/classes/psychological-fist-aid%3Asupporting-yourself-and-others-during-covid19/a6R3o0000014ZIg.html. As of the report,
there are 395 confirmed cases of Covid-19 in the
county. 207 have been resolved. 16 people
hospitalized. 5 deaths. A lot of restrictions are
being eased, but please continue to be careful.
The Auxcomm group held an online Zoom
meeting last week on the ICS-213 message
form. It was well received, and online training
meeting will continue to be held once a month in
lieu of in-house training. These meetings will be
on the 3rd week of the month at 20:00 on
Thursday. Tour-toTanglewood is still being
planned at this point for September. No
cancellations have been made or are planned so
please keep that in mind as volunteers will still be
needed.
6. Testing and Repeater Report: Dale Mierisch
(WB9SZL) presented the testing and repeater
report. Testing has been suspended for the
moment due to the pandemic until July 1st, 2020.
Currently looking at testing via Zoom or inperson with strict social distancing guidelines in
place. Any plans must first be approved by
WA4VEC. Hopefully, there will be a decision in
the next couple weeks. The hospital is
inaccessible for the time being so there will be no
work done on the 146.64 repeater until later.
Filters are still being investigated to prevent the
interference problem. 145.47 is up and running
well as well as the EchoLink node.
7. Program: This month's program was on the
FCC Volunteer Monitoring Program by Riley
Hollingsworth (K4ZDH). Marv Hoffman
(WA4NC) requested tonight's presentation be
available via link on the bi-weekly emails. If you
do not get the bi-weekly Division Director or
Section Manager newsletter emails, you can
sign up via your profile at ARRL.org.
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8. CW Training: A CW training and practice group
has been scheduled every Friday at 19:30 on
Zoom. If you would like to join, please contact
Robert Meier (AA9AU), Stacey MacArthur
(W1LLO), Don Edwards (WS4NC), or email
info@w4nc.com
9. SSB Activity Nights: Keith Thomas (KA4JAH)
made an announcement. 2m SSB activity night,
Thursday at 21:00 on 144.200 Mhz. 6m SSB
activity night, Sunday at 20:30 on 50.155 Mhz.
10. Adjournment of Meeting: A motion was made
and seconded. Meeting was adjourned at 2030.
11. Partial List of Meeting Attendees: Below is a
partial list of FARC meeting attendees.
Don Edwards WS4NC, Stacey MacArthur
W1LLO, Sam Poindexter NI4TG, Harold
Richardson N4HER, Dale Mierisch WB9SZL,
Steve Patterson WA3RTC, Mark Gaines
KM4TUK, Jim Bielski KJ4FIN, Van Key
KC4WSK, Harlan Cobert W1HRC, David Shoaf
KC4X, Kent Englebert K4HKE, Bruce Bailiff
WB4QCM, David Ramsey W4OIL, Michael
Pope K4OLD, Ron Adkins KM4WPN, Dick
Hattaway W4PID, Steve Mellen K2MLN, Nick
Hunter KN4UOL, Terry Good W3NPS, Mark
Scott K4MV, Judson Davis KG4OHQ, Jack
Rowe K4OZ, Jim Register KV4SJ, Terry Brown
AK4D, Bob McClellan W3AVB, Mary McClellan
K M4 WP O , S te ve Iltis KM4O CR , B ruc e
Thompson AD4ET, Marcia Thompson NC4MT,
Ben Wasilauskas K4GHS, Geoff Rudy KK4MOV,
Brian Harrison KN4R, Andy Brinkley NC4AB,
Doc Holiday WB4DOC, David Jones KN4VBT,
Ken Kayser K2KXK, Mike Mahan KB4WJA,
John Canup KM4HVB, Bill Kennedy WD4OTY,
Bryce Lambeth KE4ZFN, Thomas Hickey
N4TUG, Gene Bowman WB4MSG, Kay
Edwards KC4GKC, Riley Hollinsworth K4ZDH,
Neal Pruitt WD4LSS, Robert Meier AA9AU,
James Mansfield WA4NOT, Michael Culbreth
W4CZJ, Jim Atkins W4UX, Bill Seward W4EXT,
Keith Thomas KA4JAH, Carl Brown N4PAA, Jim
Meek KN4UOP, Bob Gates KJ4IC, Marvin
Hoffman WA4NC, David Langley W4YDY, and
Daniel Ferguson N4TKI.
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Minutes of the Forsyth Amateur
Radio Club Business Meeting – 18
May 2020
By Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
Secretary, Forsyth Amateur Radio Club
1. Call to Order and Welcome: The monthly Board of
Directors Business Meeting, Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club, was called to order by President Sam
Poindexter (NI4TG) at 1934 hours. The meeting was
held on Zoom video conferencing software due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
2. Meeting Attendees: The 20 meeting attendees
were, Don Edwards WS4NC, Sam Poindexter
NI4TG, Harold Richardson N4HER, Stephen
Patterson WA3RTC, Terry Brown AK4D, Jim Register
KV4SJ, Van Key KC4WSK, Ken Kayser K2KXK,
Stacey MacArthur W1LLO, Michael Pope K4OLD,
Dale Mierisch WB9SZL, Harlan Cobert W1HRC,
David Nicholson N2AWE, Kent Englebert K4HKE,
Gene Bowman WB4MSG, Doc Holliday WB4DOC,
Geoff Rudy KK4MOV, John Canup KM4HVB, Henry
Heidtmann W2DZO, and David Shoaf KC4X.
3. Testing and Repeater Report: Dale Mierisch
(WB9SZL) presented the testing and repeater report.
The hospital is inaccessible for the time being so
there will be no work done on the 146.64 repeater
until later. 145.47 is up and running well as well as the
EchoLink node. Testing has been suspended for the
moment due to the pandemic. W4VEC is not
supporting remote testing currently. It will be up to the
testing session managers to decide when in-person
testing may continue, and only then following safety
guidelines and requirements, and obeying any local
ordinances. This information changes daily, but
currently we can expect testing sessions as early as
mid-July. Outdoor testing is also being considered.
More information in the next few months.
4. Budget: Kent Englebert (K4HKE) gave a short
treasurers report. The insurance is ready to be
submitted. Items have been added to the list
including the FTM-100D in the Auxcomm go-box.
5. Email: We are currently using Mailchimp for
newsletter and wide email distribution. The free
account has limitations that the club has outgrown.
There are issues with mail servers blocking free
Mailchimp accounts as these are often abused by
spammers. A motion was called to allow spending of
approximately $120.00 per year for a paid account
Continued on the next page
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offering more capability. The motion was seconded
and passed.
6. Field Day: The Field day committee has made the
decision to go ahead with planning for Field Day at
home. Previously a date of June 1st had been
proposed for a final decision. The committee felt no
further delay was necessary as even if local
restrictions were lifted, it would not be prudent to
gather in large numbers considering the age and
health of most Field Day participants. The committee
will be writing up rules and guidelines for distribution
for operating at home as a club, prior to the June club
meeting which is annually scheduled as the Field Day
prep presentation.
7. ARRL Accreditation: Our ARRL accreditation has
lapsed. We will be submitting our information on
member involvement and training opportunities to get
the club re-listed.
8. Tower Clean-up: Although the tower clean-up
project had been placed on hold until the Pandemic
subsided, there are multiple items that must be taken
care of as soon as possible. Scaling on the legs of the
tower must be repaired. Concrete can be poured
around the base, covering the bottom section of legs
for support. Magnolia limbs have pressed against the
guy lines causing them to slack, those need to be cut
down. A fence or barrier structure must be
constructed around the base of the tower to prevent
any liability of unauthorized climbing. A motion to
spend up to $200.00 for fencing was called,
seconded and passed. The other issues will be
addressed soon. It is stressed that volunteers do
NOT attempt to go to the Red Cross to assist with
repair, all work must first be cleared with the Red
Cross.

League of Mad Scientists!
The next League of Mad Scientists will be May 23,
4th Saturday 10:00AM - 12:00 Noon by Zoom
teleconferencing. URL, message ID, and password
will be on the above website before Saturday
morning. Program is TBD. Have an technical
question, interesting fact, or just discuss recent
techie-ness? Join us.
https://loms.micomputerscience.tech/
Thank you, Dr. Robert J. Meier, AA9AU

9. Auxcomm/Ares: Beginning in June, a Zoom
meeting will be held in leu of one of the traditional
repeater nets. This meeting will be on the 3rd
Thursday of every month beginning at 2000 hours
local time. Training is being scheduled for a WebEOC
refresher as well as an accompanying drill, time and
date to be announced.
10. Adjournment of Meeting:
adjourned at 2110 hours.
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FORSYTH COUNTY AUXCOMM –
ARES MEMBERS ARE BUSY
by Harlan Cobert, W1HRC
Members of Forsyth County
AuxComm – ARES have
been a busy lot. Not only
does an average of 21
members check into our
weekly Thursday evening
training nets (8:30pm on
145.470+ 100hz), they
have been working public
service events and
attending other training.

FORSYTH COUNTY AUXCOMM – ARES
STAFF
AuxComm – ARES does not operate solely with one
person. It takes a team of people dedicated to
making the program work. Currently we have five
staff personnel however we are seeking others to fill
specific roles.

Seen this form before?
If you haven’t filled out one of these recently, we
need to update our records. We are working on
getting a form that can be filled out on line, but until
then how about filling a new copy (see the next-tothe-last page) and either emailing it to Stacey,
W1LLO or give her a copy a the next FARC meeting.
Harlan would also like an updated ARES/AuxComm
form. And while you are at it . . .

AuxComm – ARES Manager (EC): W1HRC Harlan
AuxComm - ARES Deputy Emergency Coordinator: WA4NOT Jim
AuxComm – ARES Operations Officer: W1LLO Stacey
AuxComm – ARES Technical Services: WB9SZL Dale
AuxComm – ARES Public Information Officer: WS4NC Don
AuxComm – ARES Deputy Operations Officer - West: OPEN
AuxComm – ARES Deputy Operations Officer – East: OPEN
AuxComm – ARES Training Officer: OPEN

If you are interested in filling one of these staff
positions please let Harlan (W1HRC), Jim
(WA4NOT) or Stacey (W1LLO) know. You may also
email your desire to serve to ARES <at> W4NC
<dot> Com.
Continued on the next page
Harlan Cobert (W1HRC)

Don Edwards (WS4NC)

AuxComm - ARES Manager (EC)

AuxCom - ARES
Public Information Oﬃcer

Jim Mansﬁeld (WA4NOT)
AuxComm - ARES AEC

Stacey MacArthur (W1LLO)
AuxComm - ARES AEC
Operations (East)

OPEN
AuxComm - ARES AEC
Operations (West)

OPEN

Dale Mierisch (WB9SZL)
AuxComm - ARES AEC
Technical Services

AuxComm - ARES AEC
Training

June, 2020
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ARRL SANCTIONED
FORSYTH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, INC

HAM FESTIVAL!
October 10, 2020
At this beautiful location:
Robinhood Road Baptist Church
5422 Robinhood Rd, Winston-Salem, NC 27106
7AM until Noon.
See W4NC.com for additional details.
$6 admission at the entrance to parking
Talk-In: The talk-in frequency will be
145.470 MHz, pl tone 100 Hz.
Dealers will be attending in the INDOOR area.
Door Prizes: Yes, many
Indoor Tables: On a ﬁrst come-ﬁrst serve basis, a limited number of tables will be
available inside for a $10 fee per table.
Flea Market Area:Fleamarket spaces are available for $6 per parking space until
sold out.
FCC Testing: Not planned, but there will be the normal license session at the
next FARC Club meeting on Monday, October 12

Saturday, October 10, 2020
June, 2020
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AUXCOMM – ARES STICKERS AND
PATCHES ARE AVAILABLE
We now have the official
Forsyth County AuxCommARES emblem in a 3” patch
and sticker available for sale.
The patches cost $4.00 and
stickers are $1.50 each.
These items will be available

Forsyth County AUXCOMM-ARES 2020
Update:

for purchase at any FARC Club meeting and select
activities. Cash is preferred and exact payment is
appreciated. See Harlan (W1HRC) for these items.

ADDITIONAL RELATED AUXCOMMARES TRAINING
All classes are canceled due to the national
emergency, until further notice.

I C S- 3 0 0 I N TE R ME D IATE I C S FO R
EXPANDING INCIDENTS
This course is recommended by the Winston
Salem/Forsyth County Emergency Management
for those AuxComm - ARES personnel that will be
acting in a Communications Team Lead position.
The course is a three day long, all day class room
course and is provided locally by Emergency
Management several times annually. Personnel
desiring to take this course must register for it via
NCTERMS at: https://terms.ncem.org/TRS/.
Course Prerequisites: Must have completed ICS100, ICS-200, ICS-700, and ICS-800.

SKYWARN
To obtain critical weather
information, the National
Weather Service (NWS)
established SKYWARN®
with partner organizations.
SKYWARN® is a volunteer
program with between
350,000 and 400,000 trained
severe weather spotters. These volunteers help
keep their local communities safe by providing
timely and accurate reports of severe weather to the
National Weather Service. Course Dates: To Be
Determined

The year 2020 has so far been interesting to say the
least. What started off to be a busy year for us has
ground to a halt. We are now under Stay-At-Home
orders which resulted in canceled activities and
training. A lot of the planned training and exercises
for this year have either been canceled or
indefinitely postponed. So where does that leave
us? The simple answer is …. ON THE AIR.
We will continue to do training on Thursday nets.
Starting this month we will be practicing sending and
receiving messages, 10 meter exercise, hold the net
on 70cm UHF repeater, and discuss the use of
digital communications protocols. Nets are
normally 30 minutes however we may extend a net
longer to accommodate the training or exercise
planned. The goal is to not exceed 1 hour however.
Opportunity awaits: There are many ways to
practice Running an AuxComm – ARES weekly net
is one way. You do not have to run one every week,
just pick one or two up a year. Attend the tabletop
exercises when they are conducted. Participate in
the on-air drills. Take a lead role in these exercises
and drills.
At this time, Tour to Tanglewood planning is still on
going and the plan is to hopefully have the event in
September. Time will tell as the country starts
getting back to normal once the Stay-At-Home
orders are rescinded. We will hold the Basic
EmComm 101 and EOC NCS courses in the fall as
well.
Practice, Practice, Practice. As they say, Practice
makes perfect. While we talk on the radio almost
daily, our emergency communications skills,
working in WebEOC, with the ICS paperwork and so
forth is perishable. We need to practice and hone
our skills to keep them sharp. Saying, “Well I have
taken the classes so I am qualified” is setting
yourself and the team up for failure. Unless you
practice those skills and what was learned in class
More AUXCOMM/ARES next page
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FEMA ICS ON-LINE COURSES

you will have confusion when you need to actually
do the job for real. As most of you know I am a
member of the Forsyth County Incident
Management Team. During the past 12 months, I
have completed over 350 hours of training,
participated in 3 exercises and 2 deployments for an
additional 175 hours. It takes time and commitment
to be prepared to serve in times of emergencies and
disasters. YOU have put in the time to take the
classes now it is up to you to put in the time to
develop those skills that were taught.
Remember that even though we are called amateur
radio operators … YOU are a professional
communicator …. Exercise, drill and practice as the
professional you are.
Support the Thursday night ARES/AuxComm
training net:

The Forsyth County ARES/AuxComm
Training Net
Meets each Thursday evening at 8:30 PM local time.
On third Thursdays we will have a Zoom training
session along with a brief net check-in on the
repeater. Zoom 897-9792-5884, password club call lower

We are “stuck” at home so what to do?
Well
besides that long awaited honey-do list, how about
some on-line training. FEMA has hundreds of
emergency preparedness and response related
courses all FREE and on-line. Taking them will
increase your knowledge and your abilities for
AuxComm-ARES activations. It’s all about KSA …
Knowledge, Skills and Abilities.
SERVED PARTNERS
WINSTON SALEM/FORSYTH COUNTY
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
AMERICAN RED CROSS
MS SOCIETY

Nor th Ca r ol i na Tr a i ni ng E x e rc i s e
Response Management System
Various AuxComm courses, like ICS-300, can be
registered at NCTERMS. goggle NCTERMS for
more information. terms.ncem.org/TRS/ should
take you to the front page where you can register
and look at the courses that are available. Most
courses will be available, some are restricted. (It is
safe to assume that all in-person classes are
canceled until after the national emergency.)
Future Training Being Planned:
First Aid and CPR/AED

case.

The Net is conducted on the W4NC 145.470 +
(T100) repeater and is used for Emcomm training,
practice and training in emergency / disaster
response and public service communications. All
amateurs are invited and encouraged to participate
in this net. Our backup repeaters are the K4GW
147.315 + (T100) repeater and the W4NC 146.640 +
(T100). All repeaters cover the Forsyth County Area.

ARES/AuxComm Documentation:
Some important downloads for ARES/AuxComm
are available and can be downloaded by going to
www.w4nc.cm and clicking the ARES link.
Continued on the next page

For forms and more information go to
www.w4nc.com and check the AuxComm/ARES
link on the left of the page. NOTE: AuxComm/ARES
members do not self-deploy.
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What is ARES/AuxComm???
ARES/AuxComm is the
function of the Amateur
Radio Relay League
Field Organization
which coordinates ham
radio resp ons es as
communicators in
disaster situations and
public service events.
Local ARES/AuxComm units are formed at the
county level led by an appointed volunteer
Emergency Coordinator. A ham radio license is
required for ARES/AuxComm membership, as is a
registration form listing contact information and
band / mode capabilities. This form is available from
the Emergency Coordinator. There are no fees or
dues; nor is club membership required.
All hams may participate by volunteering their time
and the use of their radio equipment for
ARES/AuxComm activities. Currently almost all of
our local activities use VHF / UHF FM; so hams with
any class of license can participate.
Locally, ARES/AuxComm is sponsored by the
Forsyth Amateur Radio Club which allows the use of
the club’s repeaters and some of the club’s
equipment for ARES/AuxComm needs.
Our primary disaster service partners are the
American Red Cross and Forsyth Emergency
Management. We participate in training exercises
with them, and in communications emergencies can
be activated to serve in their responses. The most
likely activation is to provide backup
communications in Red Cross shelters when they
are opened.
The major public service event for Forsyth County
ARES/AuxComm is the annual, two-day Tour to
Tanglewood Bike MS event. Hams are stationed at
rest areas and in event vehicles to provide point-topoint communications.

FARC 90th
Anniversary
On December 31, 2019 turns
89. December 31, 2020 we turn
90 years old. We plan to make
all of 2020 a 90th year
celebration. Right now due to
the CoVid-19 emergency things are on hold - although if
someone would like you can run W4NC/90 is you ask, or
we might can make arrangements for the W4NC
RemoteHams.
A number of events have been planned to help us
celebrate! This includes multiple on-air events through
out the year, plus our Hams @ Home (FARC Members
operating W4NC/90 from home stations) mini-events with
our members! Contact us at any of these events and
request a special W4NC/90 QSL card. Contact us once
during 4 different events and earn all 4 unique QSL cards
that when placed together complete a larger image! An
11X17 certificate that holds all four cards is also available
for a small fee.*
*QSL cards are by SASE only. Participant must pay
printing and shipping fee for certificate. Applicable fees to
be announced later. Rules are subject to revision at this
point.
Current List of Events:
Field Day - June 27-28
Public Event (to be announced) - September
Anniversary Event - December
Hams @ Home - Anytime throughout the year
Hams @ Home mini-events are events where our
members can sign up for an advertised time slot (6-8
hours) to make contacts using the W4NC/90 callsign from
their home station! Contacting the authorized station
during this time period allows you to request a special
QSL card!
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Thursday, May 7, 2020 ARES/AUXCOMM net was also a Zoom meeting with training on the ICS-213
Message form as modified and used in North Carolina. The net and training program was recorded
as is availalbe on www.w4nc.com . Want a ham-related job? The application below was found in an
old electronics book. I don’t think you are likely to get a job at Hallicrafters today, but you never
know.
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Newsletter Classified
We’ve tried this before but there seems to be little interest. We’ll give it a run again. If
you want to sell something please write your own ad (funny helps) and list yourcall
callsign along with either your email or your phone number. I’ll run it in the next two
Newsletters. I can include small pictures. Please let me know if it sells so I can remove it
- it will drop after two months. There was a suggestion that donations be solicited for this.
Any offers? Send your ad to dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com. I’ll start it off.

HAM GEAR FOR SALE
Hy-Gain TH-3MK4 BEAM Brand new in the box and
unopened. A new one like this with shipping and tax is about
$600. This one $450, Don, WS4NC 336 413 3838 or email
dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com [04/20]
AL-811H amplifier with 4 EXTRA tubes and an ARB-704
keying interface. All works perfectly and with full (800W)
power out on all bands. $650.00 Call Jim, NA4J 336-575-7453
[02/20]
MFJ-962D Versa Tuner III. 1.5KW input power (that’s 800W
output to you and me). The perfect tuner to match the AL-811H
you just bought (see above)! $200 Call Jim, NA4J 336-5757453
Logikey K-1 Keyer. Rare find and works perfectly, include
original packaging and manual. $75 Call Jim, NA4J 336-5757453 [02/20]
Hy-Gain AV14AVQ four band (40, 20, 15, 10) vertical. Internal
loading coiil helps provide perfect match and reduces noise
coupled from ground. Includes about thrity 33-foot radial wires.
$100 Call Jim, NA4J 336-575-7453 [02/20]
Yaesu FT-65R 5W VHF/UHF HT new in box never opened
because I ordered 2 by mistake. Liking mine so far. I paid $95
shipped. Yours for $90. Email Steve, K2MLN: stevemellen <at>
gmail <dot> com.
HELP WANTED
YOUR AD Why isn’t it here? Be witty - or I’ll help. Send email
to dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com [10/2019]
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Beam and Tower for sale:
A person that is a town
resident (Concord?), I
believ e, moved into a
house with an amateur
antenna system. The new
owner would like to have
the mast and antennas
removed. It's a nice monopole with 2 beams.
If
anyone is interested in the
system there are pictures
b e l o w. T h e p r i c e i s
negotiable. The owners
email address is:
maustin@carolina.rr.com
and the phone# is: 980521-6811.

Jim Winters, W4YF

I assume that the antenna above is still available, I’m going
to run this for another month, just in case. Jim Winters,
W4EY in now a recent SK.
440 Repeater System: Two Icom IC-F200 radios in a
N5YIZ case/ with Samlex 25a power supply, Duplexers are
Chinese built 100w units. Controller is the TalkTone model
RT-FDR1. Asking $800 or best offer. May consider parting
out the system. Contact Andy vie email:
derswede@icloud.com [06/20]
Yaesu FT-857D with stock microphone. Only reasonable
offer please. Terry-AK4D at 769..-.-..6671, local area
code. [06/20]
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Guatemala Ham Satellite
ARRL and IARU Region 2
Guatemala’s first
satellite, a CubeSat
called Quetzal-1, was
deployed from the
International Space
Station (ISS) on April
28. Its primary mission
is to test a sensor for
r e m o t e d a t a

A Trip to the Wirelss Museum

acquisition for natural resource management,
which could be used to monitor water quality in
inland water bodies.
The satellite is part of the Japanese Kibo
CubeSat program, a product of the cooperation
between, among others, the United Nations
Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA),
Universidad del Valle de Guatemala (UVG),
and other institutions.

Brian, KN4R, sent a note that if you are interested in
a virtual AWA wirless museam tour try the following
link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akYfd0os0C8

The satellite’s telemetry (4,8k GMSK) downlink
is 437.200 MHz. The Quetzal-1 project team
director is Guatemalan engineer José Bagur,
TG8JAV, a graduate of the Universidad Del
Valle. — Thanks to IARU Region 2

Add me to Newsletter email List

June is “Kiss a Ham” Month. Please do
so responsibly.
June, 2020

Some emails accidently got lost when I transistioned the
Newsletter list to Mail Chimp. If you are inside Forsyth
County and have a ham license please join the club. If
you are outside FC (or you don’t have a ham license) and
want to be added send me an email with FARC Newsletter
in the Subject and in the body of the email include your
email address, name and call so I can easily paste it into
the list. Send to dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com
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USPS Suspensions

May 3-9 Hurricane Preparedness Week
by Harlan, N1HRC
Just a quick reminder that this week...the week of
May 3-9...is North Carolina's 2020 Hurricane
Preparedness Week. I’m running this again since
this is expected to be a year with three to five
Category 3 to 5 hurricanes.
Here is a list of the daily topics that we'll focus on for
this year's Hurricane Preparedness Week. Links
are included below that will take you to copies of the
daily public information statements that focus on the
topics.
Sunday:

Determine your risk

Monday:

Storm Surge; Develop an evacuation plan;
Know your zone

Tuesday:

High Winds; Assemble Disaster Supplies

Wednesday: Inland Flooding; Get an insurance Checkup
Thursday:

Strengthen your home

Friday:

Rip Currents, Help Your Neighbor, and
Identify Your Trusted Sources of Information

Saturday:

Complete a written plan

In addition to the above, please take some time this
week to visit and share the following web sites:
North Carolina Hurricane Preparedness Week Website for
2020.
National Hurricane Preparedness Week Website for 2020.
Hurricane Preparedness Week Website in Spanish
North Carolina Evacuation Zones - Know Your Zone
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by Don, WS4NC

Yes, I know most QSLing is done by electronic mail
these days. But some of us want a real card we can
hold in our hands. And most of you know I collect old
(mostly really old Forsyth County) QSLs. I find it
amazing that for $0.35 I can have a man walk from
my house to your house, no matter where you live in
the USA and deliver a postcard. And for $1.20
internationally. And, yes I know that it is not the
same man, and not often even a man, but a woman.
It is still a bargain. Don’t be picky.
Covid 19 has caused problems everywhere, here in
the US as well as other countries. And because of
that some mail is no longer being accepted. Below
is a partial list of countries the USPS no longer
accepts:

International Mail Service Suspensions
Updated: April 29, 2020
The Postal Service™ is temporarily suspending
in t er na t ion a l ma il a c c ep t an c e f or c er ta in
destinations due to service impacts related to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Suspension Due to
Foreign Postal
Operator Service
Suspension
Bolivia
Fiji
Malawi
Peru
Botswana
French Polynesia
Maldives
Rwanda
Cayman Islands
Honduras
Mauritius
Samoa
Chad
India
Mongolia
South Africa
Curacao
Kuwait
Nepal
Sri Lanka
Dominican Republic
Libya
New Caledonia
Zimbabwe
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Ecuador
Madagascar
Panama
Suspension
Due to
Unavailability of
Transportation
Algeria
Cuba
Lesotho
Solomon Islands
Angola
Democratic
Republic of the
Congo
Liberia
South Sudan
Antigua and
Barbuda
Egypt
Mauritania
Sudan
Argentina
Estonia
Moldova
Suriname

Aruba
Ethiopia
Montenegro
Swaziland
(Eswatini)
Azerbaijan
Faroe Island
Morocco
Tajikistan
Bahamas
Gambia
Mozambique
Tanzania
Bahrain
Ghana
Namibia
Timor-Leste
Bangladesh
Grenada
Nicaragua
Tonga
Barbados
Guatemala
Nigeria
Trinidad &
Tobago
Belize
Guinea Bissau

Oman
Tunisia
Benin
Guyana
Pakistan
Turks &
Caicos
Bermuda
Haiti
Papua New
Guinea
United Arab
Emirates
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Iraq
Paraguay
Uganda
Burkina
Faso
Israel
Philippines
Uruguay
Burundi
Jamaica
Qatar
Vanuatu
Cameroon

Kazakhstan
Republic of
Congo
Venezuela
Cape Verde
Kenya
Saudi Arabia
Yemen
Chile
Kiribati
Senegal
Zambia
Colombia
Kyrgyzstan
Seychelles
Cook Islands
Laos
Sierra Leone
Costa Rica
Lebanon
Sint Maarten
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DX Operations for May, 2020

https://www.qrz.com/lookup

By Dick, W4PID

This month’s column is
dedicated to Jim
Winters, W4YF, who
passed this week. Jim
was the editor for the
RARS Harmonics, and
the original driving force
behind me writing this
crazy column. Thanks
for all you did for ham
radio, Jim, RIP.
At my place, 10 and 12
Meters continue to be
very good bands, but
very sporadic.. Not as
in Es propagation, but as in occasional long haul F
layer signals.
FT8 still appears to be the mode of choice on these
bands. Solid signals do exist on that mode from the
south pacific, as well as South America. There are
some occasional African stations on, and Europe
periodically shows up as well. If you have a huge
antenna on a tower, then these openings are more
regular. However, I continue to operate in an HOA
and as such must rely on a dipole strung between
two trees at 30 feet for my antenna. It’s actually a lot
of fun trying to work crazy DX with such a minimal
system.

KG4NE is very active from Gitmo… he is on FT-8
and considering that he is running 25-60 watts with a
40-6M Screwdriver antenna, he does quite well. I’ve
heard him most recently on 12M with very workable
signals.

5H3DX
https://www.qrz.com/db/5h3dx

5H3DX continues to provide contacts on many
bands from Tanzania. His trip out of that country
may occur next month. I have only worked him on
20M, he is quite busy at the Zinga Children’s
Hospital, but when he has time to be QRV he is quite
workable.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.qrz.com/a/5t5pa/5T5PA.jpg

Johannes, PA5X , operating 5T5PA remotely in
Mauritania continues to be strong on FT-8 this
month. He tends to setup and clean out all the
stations needing 5T on a given band ( lately 12M ),
then move on to the next band.
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3D2AG has begun LOTW confirmations for QSO’s
on digital mode from Fiji. This is in response to the
COVID issue, and the fact that paper QSL’s have
Continued on next page
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become a distant memory to many ops. The lack of
paper QSL will continue to be the case for the
foreseeable future from some parts of the world
thanks to no international mail to that area. Although
the cards for VP8PJ have been mailed, I have not
seen mine yet, and have not heard of anybody
receiving theirs. And of course, when the mail issue
corrects itself, 3D2AG will return to providing those
cool Fiji stamps on the QSL envelope for the cost of
the postage.

you are missing either of these entities, make sure to
look them up. I don’t know if they will be there
‘forever’ but it appears their main goal in life is to
make J6 and J7 not so rare for the ham community.
VP2ETE is very active from Anguilla on many bands.
He has a good receive system at this time, and
works folks very quickly on FT8. I have not heard
him on CW.

CY0C
https://www.dx-world.net/sable-island-dxpedition-2020/

J73CC

https://dxnews.com/forum/forum/dxing/24875-j73cc-roseau-dominica

Looking into the future, CY0C on Sable Island is
coming! So far, the date is October 19-28. So there
will be almost 10 days of everything from HF all
bands, plus EME, FT8, Satellite, and 60M from 10
operators/ 4 stations / 9 days. Note that some good
ole North Carolina boys are involved with this trip. It
should be a lot of fun.

https://www.qrz.com/db/J68HZ

J73CC ( Dominica ) and J68HZ ( St. Lucia ) continue
to represent their islands well on the bands with very
strong signals and almost continuous operation. If

If you happen to be an IOTA chaser, and have not
seen the latest news about LOTW, I am here to
report that the new connection between the two
seems to work fine. IOTA has long accepted
ClubLog confirmations, because of their inherent
double blind process, but the same was not
available with LOTW.. There are folks who do not
upload to one or the other sometimes making it
necessary to rely on paper QSL’s for IOTA
confirmation. Not so bad if you live in England, but
not so easy here. I for one am glad this affiliation has
finally happened.
Keep an eye on the NG3K link below . . . there will be
many smaller expeditions over the next thirty days
that are to places not so rare, but if you don’t have
them they are as good as North Korea to boost your
scores.
The DX world of today is a very rapidly changing
beast, and impossible to track with a monthly NL.
Continued on next page
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The following links will take you to multiple sources
of information concerning DX activities.
https://www.ng3k.com/Misc/adxo.html
https://dx-world.net
https://dxnews.com
https://clublog.org/
https://dxheat.com/dxc/
https://dxwatch.com/
73 DE W4PID

MAKING WSJT-X WORK ON A
RASPBERRY PI

by Dick, W4PID

Last month I ended the ‘Raspberry Pi’ article with the
comment “If you are using a late model transceiver,
similar to the ICOM IC-7300 or IC-7610 or any other
transceiver that accepts rig control and audio via a
USB port, then you are ready to begin experimenting
with the radio and setting up your parameters for
WSJT-X operation”.
I did NOT receive a fist full of mail that said they could
not get WSJT-X to work, calling me all kinds of bad
names, and threatening my next of kin. That’s good,
because there were plenty of bad words being
pitched around over here without any outside
influence.
It seems the Raspian based Hamlib driver in WSJTX for CAT Control is simply not refined enough to do
the job. I have no problem receiving data and
seeing stations in the waterfall. Where the problem
comes in is PTT control of the radio. Now one can
attach a serial port out to the 7300 accessory jack,
as well as the USB cable to the USB jack on the 7300
and it’ll work fine. I guess . . . but I never did it,
because I am too stubborn. If the blankety blank
thing will work with Windoze and one cable, it sure
oughta work with my Pi and one cable as well.
When the PTT test is run from WSJT, the 7300 locks
up in transmit, at will not change until one of several
radical operations occur. If someone has the
solution to this, I would normally say ‘bring it’, but in
this case not so fast.

called FLRig. Now I was really concerned that
running more than one program at a time on the Pi
would cause it to be sluggish. Not the case. Well,
no more than a Pi is normally sluggish. (PS – I run a
Raspberry Pi Model 3B for all this fun.)
FLRig can be found on the web, but miracles of
miracles, if you search the Preferences > Add /
Remove Software menu, you will find that you can
search on FLRig and the Pi will install it for you if you
simply follow the bouncing ball. Once you have it
installed, follow the Config > Setup > Transceiver
menu sequence, and you will find it easy to use with
a 7300 or (probably) whatever rig you are trying to
get operational. In my case the 7300’s driver is
clearly marked as /dev/serial/byid/Silicon_Labs_CP2101_USBto_UART_Bridge_Controller_IC7300 ……..
So select that driver, tell it what rig you are using,
make sure and check Echo for an Icom ( YMMV )
and I like 9600 Baud.. PTT via CAT and your CI_V
address of 0x94, USB audio, and you’re off to the
races. (Again, these are Icom values, YMMV.)
Now in WSJT-X, select FLRig as your rig, and the
rest of the multitude of choices fades away, leaving
all the heavy lifting to FLRig.
So where is the silver lining? It’s behind the fact that
NOW you have a real meter on your PC when you
are running remote. You can actually see the power
out, SWR, S-Meter etc. You can control AGC, run
the automatic tuner, vary the power, and much
more.. all thru FLRig. None of this was possible
while I ran the 7300 remote using Windoze and only
WSJT-X as my controller.
Next Month expect FLDigi and how I made my first
ever, in 60+ years of hamming, RTTY contact.
73, Dick, W4PID

Behind every recalcitrant Raspberry Pi program,
there is a silver lining. In this case it’s a program
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many friends throughout his career and
through his hobby in Cabarrus County. Jim
was a loving father and father in-law, a man
of selflessness and honor. He has touched
so many lives and his memory will be
honored by all who knew and loved him.

Jim Winters, W4YF-SK
Jim Winters was the recent editor of the
Rowan Amateur Radio Society’s Newsletter,
Harmonics. He just recent took over from
Ralph Brown. Jim was an active member of
both the Rowan and Cabarrus clubs. He had
been on oxygen for some time and traveled
with a portable tank. About a month ago he
was in the hospital with pneumonia. He will
be missed.
https://www.dignitymemorial.com/obituaries/
china-grove-nc/james-winters-9198794

Those left to cherish his memory are his son,
James Henry Winters and his wife, Akemi
and their son, Alexander. He also leaves
behind his brother, Gary Frederick Winters
and his wife Sharon, nieces and nephews,
along with an extensive amount of dedicated
radio friends.
A virtual memorial service will be hosted by
his son Jim at a later time. Online
condolences may be left for the family at
www.linn-honeycutt.com. Linn-Honeycutt
Funeral Home is honored to be serving the
family of Mr. Winters.
[Below is the front page of the May, 2020
RARS Harmonics, edited by Jim, W4YF.]

Mr. James Garnett Winters, age 69 of
Concord and originally from Glen Rock, NJ
passed away unexpectedly at his home on
Sunday, May 24, 2020. Jim was born
September 23, 1951 in Passaic County, NJ
and was the son of the late James Henry
Winters and Ruth Pauline Milstreich Winters.
In addition to his parents, Jim was also
preceded in death by his wife of 20 years,
Allison Winters. He was a 1970 graduate of
Glen Rock High School. A longtime resident
of Glen Rock, NJ, Jim spent his career in
electronic security management working
primarily in New York City. He served in the
Ambulance Corp in Glen Rock from 1968 1986. He served as an Auxiliary Police
Officer and later became the Auxiliary Police
Chief in Glen Rock from 1975 - 2007. Jim had
a passion for electronics, especially radios
and computers. After relocating to Concord to
be closer to his parents retirement home in
Matthews, he became a member of the
Rowan Amateur Radio Society where his
love for radios was very apparent. He made
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employed by Baptist Hospital's Dr. Edward Beason.
Afterwards, she served as secretary for the
Winston-Salem City Attorney's office, where she
retired in 1993.
Pat was a member of St. Leo the Great Catholic
Church where she was a member of the St. Teresa's
Guild, the church choir, and Schola. She enjoyed
spending time with family and friends, the
opportunity to live and travel around the United
States and abroad, beach trips with the St. Teresa's
Guild, babysitting grandchildren and taking them out
for ice cream, bridge parties, going to dinner dances,
and having a martini cocktail and a nice dinner with
Don.

Patricia Murphy Donadio - wife of
KT4KV-SK
It is with much sadness that we note the passing of
Pat Donadio, the wife of Don Donadio, KT4KV-SK.
Both Don and Pat were deeply respected by all who
knew them and Don was a treasured member of
FARC. The world is a much sadder place without
them. This obituary was published in the WinstonSalem Journal, June 1, 2020.

She was preceded in death by her husband Donald
Arthur Donadio, her parents Ellen J. and Edwin W.
Murphy, her grandparents Nelle and Paul Guerard
and Catherine and William Murphy, her sister Ellen
Lindstrom, and two brothers, William and Paul.
She is survived by her children Mary Nelle, Paul and
wife Jan, Michael and wife Jill, Kathleen and
husband Craig, Donald and wife Marianne, Thomas
and wife Valorie, grandchildren: Jacqueline, Sean,
Brian, Katie, Lauren, Matthew, Chris, Laura,
Caroline, Benedict, Jude, Francis, Maria, Sophia,
Brigitta, Holli, Nicholas, Victoria and 10 great
grandchildren.

December 7, 1928 - May 28,
2020 Pat ricia Catherine
Murphy Donadio, age 91, of
Winston-Salem, NC, passed
away on May 28, 2020. She
was born in Independence,
MO to Ellen J. and Edwin W.
Murphy on December 7,
1928.
Pat grew up in Clayton, MO, a suburb of St. Louis
w i t h h e r m o t h e r, s i b l i n g s , a n d b e l o v e d
grandparents. She graduated from Clayton High
School in 1946 and attended Business Secretarial
School in St. Louis. She met her husband, Donald
Arthur Donadio, at a USO dance in St. Louis, MO.
They married in St. Louis, MO on October 2, 1954
and relocated to Winston-Salem in 1955.
Pat began her secretarial career with St. Louis City
attorney, James Crowe. In Winston-Salem, she was
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Pat always supported the many family activities
including horses, hockey, baseball, Boy Scouts and
Girl Scouts. She had a love for dogs, entertaining
guests, and spending time with Don. Pat was always
ready to help and was a volunteer in the St. Leo's
church office, at The Community Care Center,
Meals-on-Wheels, and the March of Dimes.

She will be laid to rest at the Salisbury National
Cemetery, in Salisbury, NC. In lieu of flowers,
memorials may be made to Alzheimer's Association,
St Leo the Great Catholic Church, The Community
Care Center, Smile Train cleft surgeries, The
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, or the Priestly Fraternity of Saint Peter, 450
Venard Road, South Abington Township, PA 18411.
Online condolences may be made at
www.hayworth-miller.com Hayworth-Miller Silas
Creek Chapel 3315 Silas Creek Parkway
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Ernest H. Mauldin, KI4SYU-SK
Hamptonville: Mr.
Hubert "Ernest"
Mauldin, 76 of
Hamptonville, passed
away Monday, June 1,
2020 at Forsyth
Medical Center. He
was born May 29,
1944 in Surry County
to Hubert and Annie Trivette Mauldin. Ernest
was a graduate of West Yadkin High School
and a member of Zion Baptist Church. He
was a farmer, a merchant, and truck driver.
His greatest pleasure was being with family
and friends. After a stroke 24 years ago, his
involvement as a HAM radio operator brought
him numerous friends he dearly loved and
enjoyed. A true outdoorsman, his intense love
of John Deere tractors and equipment was a
source of pride.

grandchildren, Colton & Adlee; step
granddaughter, Heather (Ritchie) Holbrook;
step great grandchildren, Ross Holbrook
and Sydni (Austin) Griffith; great-great step
grandchild, James Griffith; a sister, Pattie
(Hoyt) Reece; niece, Lucinda Reece; and
several special cousins and friends.
A graveside service will be conducted,
Sunday, June 7, 2020 at 2:00PM at Zion
Baptist Church with Pastor Kent R. Oviatt
officiating. The family requests everyone
attending the service, dress in casual attire.
Memorials may be made to Zion Baptist
Church Cemetery Fund, 714 Union Grove
Road Union Grove, NC 28689. Gentry
Family Funeral Service in Yadkinville is
serving the Mauldin family. Graveside
Service, Sunday, June 07, 2020,
2:00 PM, Zion Baptist Church, 714 Union
Grove Road, Union Grove, NC

In addition to his parents, Ernest was
preceded in death by his beloved wife of 53
years on December 24, 2015, Judy Everidge
Mauldin. He is survived by his son and
daughter-in-law, Jerome and Donna Mauldin;
grandson, Heath (Kayla) Mauldin; great

The Vagabond Ragchew Net is a group of FCClicensed amateur radio operators who meet on the air
every weekday afternoon, starting at 2:30 pm Eastern,
to inform, enlighten, ragchew, and possibly add a bit of
humor to the day.
Our nets are once again being held on the K4GW
repeater, 147.315 MHz (+600 kHz offset, 100 Hz
subaudible tone access) This repeater is owned by
K4GW
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When the net began in 1991, it had difficulty finding a
regular frequency on which to operate and was forced
to move from place to place on the airwaves, leading
the original group of founders to refer to themselves as
Vagabonds. Today, our roster encompasses over 800
members. Some have passed away and become
"silent keys," but most are still licensed and active. In a
typical month, about 60-70 hams check in with us to
share a bit of themselves and their daily lives.
We welcome all newcomers to join in the net as a
casual check-in or, if they indicate an interest, to start
their series of five check-ins within 30 days in order to
be pledged as a permanent Vagabond. We also
encourage all new hams to join us to break into
amateur communications. If you do not yet have your
amateur radio license, please contact us! We'll help
you get the information you need to take an FCC test
and get on the air. Amateur radio is for everyone, and
we'd love to see you on our check-in log!
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Diddle-De-Dah-De-Don
That’s All Folks . . .

W4NC Web Page

by Don, WS4NC

The W4NC web page continues to be updated and
now has the video link for the last FARC meeting on
it. Terry, AK4D, continues to put a lot of effort in this
and makes it a beautiful, and very useful, webpage.
UPDATE: YOU CAN NOW PAY YOUR DUES BY
PAYPAL! Please go check it out: www.w4nc.com

Welcome to June - still a brave new
world. I just got home with a few
groceries, ran to the bathroom to
wash my hands and realized two
things. 1. I just washed my hands
in the kitchen. 2. I’ve become a
racoon - I wear a mask everywhere I
go and I am always washing my
hands. Now that’s a step on the
evolutionary ladder I didn’t expect.
I’ll be working 1D for Field Day. That means I’ll be home on
commercial power. I still have quite a bit of work to get done.
Expect me to on CW, mostly, if not totally. Under my own call. This
is a great excuse to get all going as good as you can by the last
weekend of this month.

W4NC Live
If you goto www.w4nc.com you will see a link to
W4NCLive. That will take you to youtube and
you can see many of our past FARC meetings
and some training programs there. The
meetings are streamed live and then stored on
youtube for future access. Now we will be
meeting on Zoom, and then posting the video
later on youtube. Pedro, KM4GKY, is our prime
“youtuber” and usually runs the streaming.

Amazon Smile Program
Do you buy stuff from Amazon? If you do there is a
way for FARC to earn a little money here. Go to the
Amazon Smile link below and register and select
Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc. Amazon will
donate 0.5% of your purchases to FARC. It costs
you nothing more, but it benefits the club. Anything
you order has to be ordered from the Amazon Smile
link – if, after you register, you forget to order through
the smile program it will usually remind you. Again it
costs you nothing more. Amazon is supporting legal
501c(3) organizations through this program. As of
February, 2020 this has generated $642.26 for
FARC. Thanks Amazon and thanks to Raja,
KB6MTH for pointing this out.
https://smile.amazon.com/
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Just in case you think we don’t have enough to deal with in 2020 - it’s
been 17 years. Swarmageddon year. Yes, Cicadas will be back
this year. Last time, in 2003, I startled one in my back yard. It flew up
about 2 feet in front of me and maybe a foot higher. A little bird
swooped in, grabbed him with both feet and flew off singing. This
bird wasn’t much bigger than the cicada. Birds need to eat about
their own body weight each day, or https://ourcommunitynow.com/news-local/
more. This one had a whole 2020-swarmageddon-17-year-cicadas-setto-emerge-across-virginia
Thanksgiving meal. If you sleep
with the windows open you’ll be
covering your head with a pillow
and begging them to just please
stop. But the birds will have a
feast. I love my little birdies. If you
put out poison for the cicadas you
are also poisoning the birds. I have
let the back edge of my yard grow up and have quite a cluster of
birds, rabbits and other little critters that are amazing on a tiny city
lot. And I’ve been blessed with a mulberry tree which both I and the
birds are enjoying. A fairly rare fruit.
Several articles were bounced to next month, a history of WSARC
from a former member, mercury vapor tubes, SDRPlay, some AM
radio history.
Last months newsletter link:
www.dwepe.com/FARCNewsletters/y2020m05.pdf
If you want to see another months Newsletter there is a pattern to
the sequence: substitute XXXX for the year and the XX two number
sequence for the month. Yes, I know my website should be fixed but
I haven’t had time to deal with that. I’ll get around to it one day. I
really do hate computers.
Thanks to contributors this month, especially Dick, W4PID for his
DX column and the follow up on Raspberry, to Stacey, W1LLO, for
the minutes, Harlan, W1HRC, and Bryan, KN4R for multiple
suggestions, and to all who make FARC such a smooth running
organization. Looking forward to our next meeting. Zoom is
interesting, and it allows people who now live in other states to
attend.
dit dit
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Forsyth Amateur Radio Club Membership Form
New Member

Modification Or Renewal
Memberships

Call Sign/Class

First Name

(N,T,G,A,E)

Address

State

ARRL2

Last Name

ARES/Auxcomm3

City

Date of Birth

Zip
Home Phone

E-Mail1
Mobile Phone

Emergency Contact

Work Phone

Emergency Contact Phone Number(s)

Family Member4

Call Sign
Newsletter Delivery1

Family Member4

Call Sign

Special Interests

CW
SSB
Digital
SSTV
ATV
D-Star
System Fusion
DMR
____________

Satellite
EME
Microwave
L/M Wave
Contesting
QRP
DX
Fox Hunt
____________

E-Mail

U.S. Mail

Yearly Fees are Due January

Kit Building
Antenna Building
Test Equipment
Microcomputers
AuxComm - ARES
SWL
Nets
Vagabond Net
S.T.E.M. Discussion

Dues $30.
If over 65 or full
time student,
dues are $15.
Donations
(Appreciated!)
Total

Please be sure your e-mail address is correct. The FARC Newsletter is normally sent via e-mail due to
increasing postage costs. Mailings to postal addresses for special circumstances is upon special request.
1

We track ARRL membership as we are required to maintain a percentage to retain our ARRL certification.

2

3
If you are an ARES/Auxcomm member, or would like to become one, please indicate and fill out the
appropriate form.

Family members residing in the same household may also become members at no additional cost. Please
indicate the members on this form, as well as filling out an additional form for each family member.
4

Complete and return all forms with applicable payment to the mailing address below, or to an officer at the
next club meeting.
Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc.
PO Box 11361
Winston-Salem, NC 27116
http://www.w4nc.com
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How to use Zoom

by Don, WS4NC

First, I am not an expert here. And this is being added to the
Newsletter at the very last minute so there really isn’t time to
get a lot of feedback on this. But after having used several
video conferencing options over the years, I find Zoom to be
the absolute easiest to setup. This is for a Windows
computer. If you are using something else, it is probably
about the same, but your mileage may vary.
Google Zoom app download. That should take you to
www.zoom.us and download the app to your computer. After
that go back to Zoom in your browser, sign in, goto profile and
then make it show your first name and then ham call (if you
didn’t at setup). You can do what you like here but this works
best for our purposes. You can change this at any time. You
can also add a profile picture which will show if your camera is
off (or if you don’t have a camera).
Log into the Zoom app shortly before the meeting. April 13
meeting is 294 418 122 It may prompt you to enter a
password, which for the first FARC meeting will be the club
call in lower case letters. If you only click on the email link, it
may not take to your account, this is a feature to allow those
without a Zoom account to participate. If we have problems
with security we will move to a more secure password on
future meetings, but we are not expecting problems. You
may see a message that you must wait for the host to start the
meeting. Harold, N4HER, will be the host, and there will be at
least two co-hosts. The following is supposing that you are
using the app, you can do this in a browser widow and it is
similar, but the app is preferred.

block, usually on the right and your screen will show what is
on the presenter’s screen. You probably will prefer speaker
view, especially when screen view is active, or you can
minimize it to a small bar. Another option is to see a lot, but
not all, of smiling faces but it blocks part of the screen.
I would recommended that you avoid the record function at
the bottom. First, the host has to grant permission. Second,
it is resource intensive and only converts after the session is
over. Third, several of us will record it so it can posted to the
youtube site after the meeting.
The host has to has have a license (thank you Harold) and
the license we are using is limited to 100 people. While we
expect that is enough, we have had meetings in the 1970s
and 1980s where there were over a hundred, yes, in person.
We have even filled the old Western Electric auditorium on
Reynolda Road back in the 1970s (300?). Come early or you
may be locked out. If 100 isn’t enough, next month we will go
to a higher license, which is 300. There are a number of
FARC members who have moved to other states and are
excited about coming back thorough Zoom, so we do expect
a heavy attendance.
This is only the most basic introduction. I have only ran into
one system (a Windows Surface) installing this where there
was a problem. Zoom is not hard to setup or to use, and it is
free to participate, which is why it was chosen. There are
some other things that can be done with setup and play,
which is why we have held several practice sessions. On
April 13, we will want to hold our meeting with as little
interruption as possible. If you want to play with your setup,
we have Wednesday Tech sessions. Looking forward to
Monday, April 13.

Zoom will prompt you to allow first video, then audio. In the
lower left of the screen will be two buttons, one with the
This is not a perfect example of a Zoom screen, but it will
picture of a mic and one for video. Next to each are up arrows
do. This is from the end of the recording of Friday, April 10
practice session. Since it is not exact I’ll add some things.
that allow for options. The default should be that your mic is
Your screen will vary slightly.
muted when you sign in. Holding the space bar down serves
as a push-to-talk. If your audio is unmuted, then click the
Chat Window (you have to click chat at the bottom)
mute button in the lower left corner. More than one camera, Speaker View or Gallery-View
and some other options, is selected with the up-arrow next
Shown in Gallery View
the video button, the video controls. As to video if you don’t
have a camera (or even a mic) you can still participate; you
can watch and hear. If you have no camera it will show your
profile picture or just a black block with your name and call.
In the upper right corner it will probably say Speaker View.
That may be preferred. There is another option that allows
you to see (most?) everyone at one time. I say most because
we haven’t ran this with as many people as are expected on
second Mondays (think it is limited to 49). Speaker View
switches to the person speaking. The Gallery-View will show
everyone and yellow-outline the person speaking, if there is a
second person speaking it will underline that person in
yellow. All this is much more complicated to write out than to
use.
At the bottom are some other options that allow you to do
other things. One is to share your screen. Ask permission
first. This is how the presenter will run the program. When
the screen share is active the video will switch to a small
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Video controls
Mute
Audio controls
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Video Stop

Chat - opens a screen on the right
everyone can see this, but it is an
option if you have no mic.
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